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1. Preface

The following report presents the'results of a nine month study by the

Institute for the Future that had been commissioned 1* the Charles F

'Kettering Foundation.

The authors wish to acknowledge the cooperation,on the part of staff

members of the Kettering Foundation and of the Institute; and especially

the assistance provided by Winston Franklin,

behale of the Foundation.
t

Who monitored the study on

0

The substantive results of the study are due in large part to the imagi-
%

nailOrMand efforts of a panel of respondents in a Delphi inquiry. The

names of these pyticipants

Saul Alinsky

Richard de Bold

Philip Bondy

James Bonney

Kenn* Boulding

Harrison Brown*

John Burlew

Ramsey Clar,k

James-Comer

Noman Cousins*

.Charies Day'

'Richard Parson

Joseph F.

Andre Fontaine

George Gallup*,,

A

are as follows:

Alfred Gellhorn
OF

Bertrand Goldberg

William Golden

Pht Gunkel

Theodore Hesburgh

Marvin Hoffenberg

Frederick Hooven*

Peter -Hooven

Charles Kettering*

tm Kincaid

Willard Libby

Richard Lombard*

George Mandanis\. '

David Mathews

Alprew Morgan

Samuel Proctor

Nicholas Rescher

Henry Reuss

Walter-O. Rqberts*

Olin Robison

Rudy Ruggles

Leonard J. Savage

Josephblater

Iltewart'Udall

Peter Van Vorhees

Phyllis Wallace

ChristOpher Wright,

Paul Ylvisaker

Asterisks identify the names,of Trustees of the Kettering Foundation.

8
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2. Introduction

=

This is a report of a study conducted by the Institute for the Fu4e
on behalf of the Kettering Foundation for the primary purpose Of iden-

tifying, by means of the Delphi technique, research projects or action

programs in the public interest suitable for supp4t at a total funding

level, over h number of years, of between 1/2 and45 millidn dollars.

The secondary objective,of the investigation was methodological in that

it provided an opportunity for testing the utility of the Delphi technique

in the context of program selection.

The'assignment required that 0e-study address itself to two tasks: the

namination'of-candidate proposals, and he selection of a program of .pro-
.

jec,ts from among the candidate pr Sals. The present report, indeed,

identifies` a large number of potential areas of 'support; and while:it .

,

dcs'not presume to select from them a specific program to be suppated

by the-Kettering Foundation., it .does accompany each proposal with an

evaluation in terms of

- its probability of success if adequately supported,

- its probable societal impact if successful,.

ip its'estimated annual and total 'support *uieeMents, and

- its cost-effectiveness.

incidentilly, the study not only used a method the application of

which led to the formulation of'numersobs proposals for new ventures - a

method that Could, with variations, be.employed by other foundations in

search-of diversification - but it also laid the groundwork for the actual
,.(

selection process by providing an evaluation of each proposal in Verm0 of

spedili; parameters.

Ii8reover, in Section 11, a decision method is which a group of

planners, such asthe trusteelite a foundation, might effectively carry
-A

out the actual program selection process.

e.
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3. The procedure

The central device used in this study.for obtaining proposals for new

vultures and for their
e 4`,

above was a survey of

method hos previously

evaluation in terms of the parameters stated

expert opinions by the Delphi technique. This

been used on many occasions and in many different

contexts, though primarily for the scientific forecasting of techno-

logical and societal developments. It evploys a series of successive
.

'estitnnaires, in the present case three, 1%..,prder to elicit and pro-

,

,os press ideas and information that a panel of carefully selected special-

ists may have at their. disposal,. The opinions of the participants are

handled anonymOusly throughout and, although the second and third ques-
.

tionnaires require e respondents.to react to information fed bac4 to

them on the outcome of the preceding rounds, the proceduredoes not-
.

,

require any direct communication among the panelists... The mechanism

of at: anonymous debate aion0he,participating experts has been found

to avoid some oil the negative psychPlosical aspects.of face-to-face

discUgsion and, by and litrge,°to, lead to more reliable results.*

In the present study,., the panel'of participants Consisted of the 43 'per-

sons Tamed in the preface. This group was augmented, in'the 'first round

only, by 10,staff members of the k(ettering Founda on and by 10 staff

members of the Institute for the Future. (The eason for their exclusion

from later rounds was that, while Round 1 merely asked for ideas, Rounds

2 and 3 were concerned with the evaluation of ideas resulting-froM Round

1, ana*the particip'ation of the Foundation or Institute staff members

might conceivably have introduced somelpias into these evaluations.)

Thy basic,panel of 43 represented the followingjields of, specialisation.

The numbers indicate the number of representatives in each category; be-

cause'of multiple skills, they.add up tomore than 43:
, .

* See: Olaf Helmer and Nichola4 Rescher, "On the Epistemology of-the

Inexact ScieneS", Management Sdience, -6 (1959), 48.
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\ 1 .

a

Agriculture
Architecture
Banking
Biology
Chemistry

.Ecology
Economics
Education
Foundation management
Government
Journalism
Law
Literature
Mathematics

1

1 I. Mechanical engineering
1 Medicine
2 , Operations research
1 Philosophy and lvalues
2 Political science
1 Psychiatry
2 'Psychology-
3 Public opinion surveys
2 Research administration
3 Sociolo6

Statistics

1

4

1

2

2

1

3 .

1
3

3

1

3 University administration ',8
1 Visual arts 3

1 'World foOd resources 2

In preparation for the first questionnaire round ataxIonOmy was-co osed,

consisting of 64 areas of$otential interest, grouped loosely under ,

major category headings (Table 1). Taxonomies such as this are never ,

quite satisfactory, and the present

list was presented in Questionnaire

zgaible areas for new ventures and

one surely is 'no-exception. This

1 merely to illustrate the range of

, incidentally, to'determine the areas

of greatest concern to the respondents.

The instructions which went out with the first questionnaire read in part:

1. Without regard to the taxonomy, write brief (one paragraph) Am
descriptions of three, or more specific problems or projectsW,
which you think are presently receiving insufficient atten-
tion and which the Kettering Foundation might fruitfully
undertake.

2. Please imagine yourslf to be a trustee of the Kettering
Foundation-and examine the taxonomy from that viewpoint.
If you find that, a particular area of concern to you has
not been included, pleas add it at the end as Item 65,

0 etc. In which of the are s listed would you like to see
some new ventures proposed Please indicate your interest
in this respect by distributing 20 points over some of the
areas, allocating 1, 2 or 3 points to each area selected.

"1" would indicate "some interest",
"2" would indicate "medium interest",
"3" would indicate "major interest".

The result of this round was not only a collection pf 189 proposals but

e



TABLE 1: Taxonomy of Areas of Potential Interest

SOCIETY

1 Education [all aspects of education, including non-institutional, from'pre-

kindergarten through adult rettaining; reform of curkicula; administrative

organization, and teaching methods)

2 The family [its changing structure and role in society)

3 Racial conflict [the prospects for the alleviation of the causes of racial

conflict; equality'of opportunity],

4 Youth problems [the youth movement and its future; problems of alienation from

the processes of government)

5

.

Interpersonal relations.(friendship; interpersonal alienation; the sexual

revoi,ution]

6 Poverty [wer on poverty; the poverty gap; the welfare system]

7 ,Law and order [war on crime; law enforcement; the judicial establishment]

8 Urbanization (a catchall for urban:problems not elsewhere mentioned in this list,

including in particular urban renewal and the planning of new cities] /

9 Arts and craf1M [literature, music, dance, art, dramatic arts; architeCturli;

culinary art, folk art, etc.)

10 Social theory [soLiology, social indicators]
.

11 Econd*Ac theory [basic economic theory, econometrics, input-output models,

monetary and fiscal theory)

SYSTEMS AND INSTITUTIONS

12\ Government [government structure and government efficiency; redistribution of

government functions among fedreal, state and municipal agencies)

13 Political institutions [the political parties; elections; pressure groups; the
rel

changing structure of power elites] 't t

14 Corporate structures [corporate organization; the changing role of the corpdra=

tion in our society; corporate planning)

15 The public/private interface [conflict and cooperation between the private and

public sectors; combined approaches to public problems, such as pollution,

transportation, control, of crime, etc.]

16 Societal interactions (interaction between social gioups through grievance,

arbitration and cooperation mechanisms)

17 Health care systems [the health care delivery system; public health standirds;

hospital reforms; the effect of automation]

18 Transportation systems [intra and inter-city ground transportation; traffic

congestion; air transportation]
.

.

19 Communication systems (all forts of communications media; the growth of communi-

cation networks; new communication technologies, computer networks]

20 Utilities (water resources, new sources of power; regulatory problems]

21 Institutional innovations (new societal systemS, institutions an organizations

of all kinds)

22 Basic them. [systems theory, organization theory, information theory)



TABLE 1 - continued

ENVIRONMENT

23 Pollution [water pollution, air pollution, solid waste pollution, noise
' pollution, thermal pollution, radioactive pollution]

24 Wildlife and open spaces [protection of wildlife, national parks, preservation
of natural beauty]

25 Beautification [beautification of highways, cities and towns; cleanup of
industrial litter!' 1

26 Privacy (safeguarding of personal
4
information in centrardata-banks; protection

from communication inundation]

27 Entertainment tall forms of entertainment, including spectator sports]

28 Recreation [actiire sports, outdoor activitie , games]
i . %

29 Leisure tnew leisure activities, hobbies dult education, post-retirement
activities; problems of the leisure economy)

\

30 The drug culture [proliferation of non-therapeut'c drugs; regulatory measures;
effect on youth, family life, economic productvity, creativity)

31 Ecology (interactions among environmental trend and between environmenpl
and societal trends]

INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS

32 Arms control [arms control and disarmament; forecastof threats of future
weapons]

33 Prevention of international conflict [reduction of international tension;
.prevention of accide 1 war, safeguards against unintended ifreemptive

war; deescalation]
-t

34 World government [United Nations; partial abandonment of national sovereignty;
'regional supra-national stractures;'faorld constitution]

35 Cultural rapprochement [cultural exchange, scientific and technological
cooperation automated language translation]

36 Population control [birth control, mass-administered contraceptiy agents]

37 World food problem/(prevention of famine and malnutrition; \increasing agri-
cultural production; new sources of food (oceans, artifical protein)]

38 Disease control [prevention'and con'tro(1 of epidemics; immunization against
bacterial and viral diseases; eradication of cancer]

39 World resources development and management [inventory, discovery, and distribu-
tion of world resources; exploitation of extraterrestrial sources]

40 Development of pre-industrialized countries [socio-economic development of
less developed countries; problems of technological transfer]

41 International trade and investment [trade barriers and customs unions; foreign
investment; monetary stability]

42 Disaster warning (warning of hurricanes, earthquakes, epidemics, locusts, tidal
waves, radioactivity]

43 Disaster relief (emergency medical, food, and economic relief; post-war recovery]

(A,
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TABLE 1 - continued

VALUES AND MORES 0

44 Individual goals and valupe'[value structure, motivation, patterns
#

of change

in values,' individual diacision-making]' -

.

45 National goals and values [national goals and,subgoals;, effect of technological

and environmental change on values] e

46 World goals andKralues [common International goals and values; structure of
t

human values regardless of nationality; extraterrestrial goals]

47 Religion [the social role of religion and religious institutions; relation;

o between religioil and values, theffuture of the 'Church]

48 Qfality oflife.[components of the "quality of life", problems-of ot their aggre-

gation and measurement; effects of technological and environmental change

on t.he quality of life)
I

i .; .!

, l'

49 Ethics and value theory [basictheory Of values, hierarchical structure of

values, problems of valUe measurementl...

,SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY \

1

50 'Physical sciences and astronomy [physics\, chemistry,
subdivisions and related areas such ascryogenics,

meteorology, astronomy;
nuclear physiost cosmology]

51 Bio-medical sciences [biology, medicine, bio-medical research, pharmacology,

exobiology, physiology]

52' Behavioral sciences [psychology, psychiatily, interpersonal relations]

53 History and humanities (history, languages, study of literature, theology]

64 Social sciences [sociologii, anthropoZogY\, political science]

55, Mathematics and philosophy [Pure and applied matheMatics, logic,'scientigic

methodology, metaphysics]

56 Operations research [operations analysis, syAtems analysis, analysis of the

future]

57 Social technology [application of operations research to the solution of social

problems; societal planning, especially urban planning]

58 Information management [data banks, role,of the computer, data proceving,

autliketed libraries, human information processing (including Delphi)]

59 Agricultural and food technology [agricultural methods, food processing,

derivation of food from the oceans, artificial protein, food additives]

60 Building technology [new materials, automation of\the construction industry,

building codes]
\

51, Mining technology [land mining, safety measures, ocean mining]

62 Space technology [vehicle technology, lunar'exploration, planetary exploration]

63 Other physical technologies (a catch-all for technolOgies not elsewhere mentioned]

64 Science and technology policy [policy- making with regard to scientific and

technological development in.the private and 'public\sectors]

0
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also an indication of the relative weight of attention-that,;_in the

opinion'of the respondents, should be giv,en to each of the areas ih the

taxonomy.

cRankingthese areas by the sum of the,weights assigned to them,the fol-

lowing occupied the 10' top positions:

Area Sum of weights
Tr

Education
Ecology
Pollution

67

64

63

Racial conflict / 46

Population control /. 44

Quality of life' 42

Youth problems /38
Prevention of international conflict , 38

Institutional innovations ,37

Health care systems 34 ,-

(It should be noted here that ecology and pollution are closely related;'

taken 'together, their combined weight places Ecology + Pollution far

Ahead of all other items.)

The 5 areas ranking next highest were: Poverty, The public/private inter-
.

face, Arms control, World resources development and management, and Law

and order.

It is also interesting to note that the following areas
,

assignment by any of the respondents: Disease control,

and investment, Mining technology -, and Space technology.

may shed more. light on the pariel's bias as a group than

of support of the omitted areas.

received no wei,ght

Intetnational trade

Vhit, of course,

on the unworthiness

As for thA.189 proposals that were produced by Round 1, these were pro-
.

oessed as follows. *Some, which evidently were of identical or closely

related intent, were combined., A few were omitted, because in the experi-,

menters' judgment they either were too obscurely worded to permit reason-

ably unambiguous interpretation or were not responsive to the instructions
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of ,Questionnaire 1. Finally, the majority of proposals were reformulated

slightly in an effdtt to enhance clarity and to achieve a modicum of uni-

/

formity of presentation (lest differences in format might introduce a

.. bias into the subsequent evaluations).

The result of this process were 165. proposals, which formed the input

intu Round 2. This material was.far more voluminous than had been antic -

/ / ipated at the outset of'the study. Therefore, in order not to burden the

respondents with an Unmanageable evaluation task, it was decided to divide

the panel into five subpanels and to submit to each of these approximately

.one fifth, or about 33, of the total set of proposed items for evaluation.

An attempt was made,.as'far as possible, to construct the subpanels and

the partitioning of the proposals into sunsets in such a manner that re-,

spondents were asked to evaluate tkimarily proposals'in areas in which'

they had expressed an interest, indicated either by weight, assignment or

by proposal contribution.

In /Round 2, then, each respondent received a list of about 33 proposals,

an evaluation sheet, and a set of instructions, which part read as

follows:

An evaluation is requested in the following jegards:

(a) The formulation of the ,proposal: If 'you wish to suggest an

amendment to the formulation, please do so on the bdck of
the_evaluation sheet, being sure to label your statement
clearly with the appropriate item number. If you have 'made

an amendment, it will be assumed that your subsequent evalua-
tion refers to the statement as amended by you.

(b) The probability that the proposed project, if adequately

,
funded, will successfully accomplish its stated goal.

(c) The importance of the results' of the proposed effort, if
indeed it should be successful', in terms of their societal

impact. Here, if you should judge the impact to be strong,
it Wauld be helpful if you could-indicate in a word or two
what type of impact you are envisaging.

_ -

.41
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(o degree to which support of the proposal would
fill a gap, in the sense that support from other
sources, to your knowledge, is non-existent or in-

,.
sufficient. If you know of adequate,other support,

you are asked to state its source.

(e) The required level of funding: To support a given
project below a certain minimum level would clearly
be wasteful. On the other hand, support above a
certain level would generally yield sharply dimin-
ishing marginal returns. Hence you are being asked ,\

to advise the Foundation if it were to support the
project at all, what, you would consider reasonable
minimum and maximum levels of funding.

In particular, on the evaluation sheet the panelist was invited to re-

spond to (b) by checking one of six boxes, labeled as follows:

Virtually no chance (<5%)
Little chance (20%)
Less than even chance (40%)
Better than even chance (60%)
Good chance (80%)
Virtually certain (>95%)

As for (c), the choice was between four alternatives:

Virtually no impact
Slight impact only
Moderate impact
Strong impact

In the case of (e), the respondent was to-indicate both the annual amount .

and the number of years, for minimal as well as for maximal support.

Upon examining the returns from Round 2, it appeared that, while in par-
/

ticular the eval.ations in response to Parts (b) and (c) were reasonably

complete, a response'to Part (e) on funding levels had been omitted in

many cases, possibly reflecting a'feeling.of some of the respondents that

they were not especially competent to supply such an estimate. In those,

,cases where-the number of responses to Part (e) was singularly deficient,

a group of three staff members of the Institute with some experience in

project. cost estimates was asked to provide additional inputs to augment
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the panel's estimates.

The responses do Parts (b), (c) and (e) of Questionnaire 2 were collated,

their medians were computed, and these medians were taken as numerical

indicators of the panel's opinions as a group. Based on these assess-

ments,, more than half the proposals under consideration were eliminated

from the final,round on one of three grounds:

- too low a probability of .success,

- too small a societal impact even if successful;

- outside the cost-range,(for reasonable minimal support)

between $ 250,000 and $ 5,000,000. .

(The lower bound, stated earlier as $ 500,000, was brolAght down to

$'250,000, since we were now talking in terms of minimal support.)

The remaining 80 proposals formed the input into the final, third, round.

The wording of a. few was slightly revised, based on suggestions received

from the'respondents. Again it was thought that even this reduced num-
.,

ber was too large to require that each respondent examine each proposal.

Consequently the list was divided into two sublists of 40 and each was

submitted to one half,of the respondents. The sublists were obtained by

allocating every other proposal to one of them; the panel of respondents

was split randomly.

In the third round, then, each respondent received a list of the 40 pro-

posals assigned to him for reevaluation and one of the two evaluation,

sheets reproduced on the next two pages. Each panelist was asked'to re-

view the median figures derived from Round 2 for those 10 /out of the AD)

entries with regard to which he thought himself relatively most knowledp-
,

Able. In addition, he was to rank from 1 to 10 those 10 proposals among

the 40 which he considered to be most appropriate, ifor Kettering Foundation

support.

A few of the Round 2 medians were revised in Round 3. Again, few respon-

4
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14 KETTERING QUESTIONNAIRE 3
EVALUATION SHEET

t ITEM DESCRIPTION

Rela-

tive

know-

ledge-
abil-
ity

PROBABILITY

OF SUCCESS
if adequately,

supported

SOCIETAL
IMPORTAINE

if

successful

r

MINIMUM SUPPORT LEVEL

. A

Your
Ranking
1 to 10

Median
probe-
bility

Your
esti-
mate

Median
*impact

your

esti-
mate

Median
annual

level

750 T,

Your
esti-
mate

Median
no. of
years

5

Your
esti-

mate

.,

1.01 Alternative second-
ary Education

SO% 6

1.08 Right to higher
education

60 6 '

250 T 3

1.12

r sponsibilities

60 I 6

.

600 T

1.14 reading
disability

80 6 '

,

350

1.19 Equal educational
opportunity

60 5 1.1

1.21 Institute for
black development

60 5 625 T 4

1.27

7707

Transition
schools t..

70 4 1.1 M

Crime and
criminal justice

60
.0,

5 500 T 2

2.09 Crowding
. .

80 6 200 T

eurben environmental
esthetics

50
v

5

1

300'T 2

2.11 Relocation of
slum families

60 5 500 T . '

2.19

-2715

Cities within
cities

60

.

5 1.0 M

Social

k

observatory

60 rt 5 500 T 3

2.27 Qualitative
economic growth

60 5 250 T

2.30 Leadership.

regeneration
60 7 150 T 2 .

3.02 New forms of

gogernment

° 40
.

7 400 T

3.10 The future of
the corporation

60 7 175 T

3.13 Use of R+D in
the public sector

-Experiment

60 5 300 T 2

3.0

'fir
in health Gera

7p
4

5 370 T
,

3

Mass communication
media

60 5 300 T 2

3.25

T74

173V

Center for visual
communication

60 5 400 T 4 .1'

Urban
communications

70 7 250 T
v

2

'

Monitoring science
and technology

60 7 750 T 4

4.01 Effects of
air pollution

80 5 500 T

4.03

1715V-rommunity

Water and air

pollution

60 6 550 T ,:= 3

leisure centers
50 5 500 T 2 -,--

4.12 Interdisciplinary
drug research

. 80 5 \ 1.0 M
.

4.16

IrlIricological

Environmental

reservation

60 5 320 T

considerations
60 5 500 T 1

4.21 Dynamics of
value change

60 5 300 T

4.31 Human
intelligence

.70

.

7 150 T

4.3i Cooperation
,versus aggression

60

"'C.

5

.

100 T 3

5.07

,...operative

International co-
venture

60 5 750 T 5

5.1T
'-'4.:

Reduction
of chauvinism

80 3 600 T

5.12 Economics of a
stable population

80

-

5 250 T

5.16 Agricultural and
food technology

60 5 550 T 4

5.20 Analysis of
future society

_./.--

50 5 620 T

5.3-8 Information

policy

60
.

600 T

5.32 Building
codes

60 5 220 T

1L34 Environmental
_science

70 5 450 T 4

Using a scale from 1 to 7 as follows:

1 - virtually no impact, 3 . slight impact only 5 . moderate inipart) 7 strong impact
with 7, 4. 6 representing intermediate values),

1, In the column
headed *Relative
knowledgeabilite,
check those 10
items put bf the
40 which concern
areas in which
you are relatively
most knowledgeable:

2. For the 10 items
--which you have

thus checked.
examine the four
quiAntities printed

,(they are the
medians of the
response; te,the
second question-
naiie), and
insert your own
estimates in the
corresponding
adjacent columns!

3. In the last column,
rank from 1 to 10
those 10 proposals
among the 40 which
you cons' er to be
most app ri to

for Better
Foundation support.

01
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15 or KETTERING QUESTIONNAIRE 3

EVALUATION SHEET

ITEM 14SCKIPTION

Rela-

Live

mow-
ledg-
sbil-
ity

PROBABILITY
OF SUCCESS
if adequately
supported

SOCIETAL
IMPORTANCEr

successful

a

MINIMUM SUPPORT LEVEL

Your
Ranking

1 to IC

Median
probe-
bility

Your
esti-
pate

Median.
impact

Your

Mate.

Median
annual
level

Ybur
esti-
mate

Median
no. of
years

Your

esti-
mate

.0 Training for
ublic service

BO% 5 300'T 3

.10 ConservatAon
education

60 6 200 T

.13 University
retails

60 9 175 T

1.15 New goal for
medical education

60 .5 200 T

.20 1 Integrated . ,

urban housing
50 6 250 q 1

,

1.23 Black leadership
education

80 . s 500 T

.02 Anti-poverty
experiment

.5 '
600 T

2.08 Analysis of
criminal justice

60' 5 1
500 T

2.10 Prison,

reform

70 5 575 T 2

2.15 New
fowns

60 5 650 T

2 18 The police
of the future

70 5 1.0,M . 2

2.24 Nonmetropolit n

settlement

60 . 5 500 T

2.26 Social
indicators

60 250 T

28 Training for
citizen action

50 ' 6 1.0 M 2

3.01 state and
Icial reform ,...4(

60 5 150

3.05 edical-care
systems analy.sis

60

50
-1-

5

300 T

500 T . T 2 T
3.11 Pull.-iprivate

interface

3 15 '..ommanity health
care delivery

60 6 650 T

3.18 metroroll .

tra-sporto,..ion

80 5 - 150 T 2 t

3 24 :ransoortation
and 7ommunication

60

a

7 130 T

3.2t mass media in
decision.- .king

50 c,

.

500 T

3.28 Intellectual
institutions

40 7
.

220 T. 3

3.31 Participation ,

in democracy
60 6 250 T 4 ,

4.02 Pollution control
pilot stir]" 4-

60 /0 T a

4.a7, Lake eatrophi-
cation studies

80 5 625 T

4.11 heroin
addiction cute .

40 7 750 T .5

.

4.13 social aspects
of drug abase

60 5
.-

250 T 1

4 17 Institute
Ot P_ology .

60' 5 1.0 M

4.19 Regional enviror-
mental council

60 5 300 T 5

4 28 Physical
sciences

. 80 7, 500 T

_ -

1

4.32 Instinct
toward violence

60 7
350 T 2 1-

5.06 strengthening,
world order

60 5 400 T 5

5 09
.

ritIiiderstanding

U S. population
and environment

BO 220 T

'------'-

among diplomats'
.

60

60

4

7

350 T

400 T

5'

5
r ,

5 13 Acceptance of
population control

.1) s cib-economic
development

50 S

_.,,

750 T

5.21 Methodology of
futares analysis

60 5 250 T
.

5 30
aa

Computer-aided
problem solving

60 5 625 T 3 .

5.33 Nyman
Kahn

70 4 75 T 5

5.35 Science policy
rocesses

50 5 250 T 4

OlInq a scale from 1 to 7,, as follows.

1 - virtually no infect; l slight impact only, 5 . moderate impact, 7 s strong impact

(with 2, 4,; 6 repretsentina intermediate values), 18

INSTRUCTIONS:

In the column
headed "Relative
knowledgability",
check those 10
items out of the
40 which concern
areas in which
You are relatively
most knowledgable,

2, For the 10 items
which ygu have
thus ch*cked,
examine the four
quantities printed
(they are the
medians of the
responses to the
second question-
naire), and
insert your own
estimates in the
corresponding
adjacent columns.

3,, In the last column,
rank from 1 to 1Q

those 10 proposals
among the 40' which
you consider to be
most appropriate
for Kettering
Foundation support.
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dents seemed to have strong opinions on funding levels, so that most of

the revisions occurred with regard to Probability and Impact.

'Since the subset of panelists evaluating a particular proposal in Round

3 was, in general quite different from the subset that had evaluated it

in Round 2, and since there was no opportunity for further feedback and

reconsider tion, there was a problem of howbest to combine the judg-

ments rulements recei\d in Rounds 2 and 3. The nil* which the experimenters

adopted in computing revised medians on the basis of Round,3/returns
4 ,

was to assur that each Round 2 median represented the judgment of three
....'

respondents additionally to those who expressed an opinion 4i "Round 3.
- ,

Thus new medith s were obtained by augmenting the Round 3 responses with

,three fictitious, responses equal to the Round 2 median.'7his rule %,

clearly appears to be arbitrary; yet it may be justified by observing

that it yields values that, intuitively, give a reasonably valid indica=

tion of the panel's position, while any other equally reasonable (and

equally arbitrary) rule would have-yielded virtually identical values.

t

Since, in the last round,,a respondent'yas asked to evaluate only 10 of

the 40 proposals submitted to him, it had to be expected that some' pro-

pobals would be,judged by relativily few persons. In, fact, 18 of the

80 proposals were "underevaluated" in this sense; these are limited in

Section 7.

For the remaining 62 proposals, the median responies, as revised by the

procedure described above, were accepted as the group's "consensus" with

respect to Probability, Impact, and Minimum Support Level.

In order to be able to present the results of this evaluation in some

orderly fashion, it was. thdught desirable to combine the Probability and

Impact ratings into a single Effectiveness index. There are many ways in
4

which this can be done, and the experimenters selected one which seemed

iituitively acceptable. (Again it may be pointed out that this apparent

19
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a

arbitrariness should not,be objected to, since' the result does not seem
,,

particUlarly sensitive to the precise formula that is applied.)

\

We assumed, in fact, that among the Impact rating of I = 1, 3, 5, 7

each corresponds to an effect, e, worth twice as much as the preceding

one, leading4,to the geometric series 1, 2, 4, 8 or, for thp entire scale'

fram 1 ,to 7:,

I: 1

e: 1

2 3 4 5 6 7

2 2 r2 4 4ri 8

We powxlefine the expected effectiVeness, E,. of a proposal whose prob-
,

4 ability was assessed-as p as

E = pxe

us, a proposal with probability .4() and impact 5 has the effectiveness

E = .60x4 = 2.40

Using this effectiveness index, E, for each proposal, and the estimated

minimal support level as its "cost", C (in million dollars), we can repre-

sent the 62 items resulting from this 'exercise on a"Cost-effectiveness
0

scatter diagram (Figure 1).

Clearly, a proposal is most attractive if its effectiveness is high and

its cost is low. Thus,the "best" proposals are to be found, in the upper

left-hand corner of this diagram, and the quality deteriorates as we move

down and to the right (in the direction of the arrow). Needless to say,

the exact ordering obtained in this manner should no be taken too seri-

,ously in view of the many uncertainties involved, bot1 in the respondents'

minds (with all due respect to them) and in the experimenters' interprets-
,

tion of their judgments. This uncertainty is perhaps especially note-

worthy in respect to cost estimates. Yet this, ordering givesat least

some rough indication of relative desirability, and it has been used to

establish the numerical order from 1 to 62 among the proposals listed in

what follows.
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For each proposal, at will .be seen,, we have also recorded its so-called.

cost-effectiveness; this is the quantity E/C, where C is the total indi-

cated cost and E is the expected effectiveness as-'defined above. (The

alternative of ordering the proposals simply according to descending

cost -effectiveness was dismissed because itliould have plaped even, greater

emphasis on the cost estimates which, as pointed out before, can not be

considered highly reliable.)

-r
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4. The ten most wanted studies

We beg61 our listing with the ten proposals which,' under the coring

system explained above, rank highest among those 62 entries in the third

round which were adequately evaluated. Their titles are as follows;

also given, for comparison, are the ranks they would have received among

all 62 had they been ranked according to cost - effectiveness:
s..

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Human intelligence

Urban communications

Transportation. and communication

Leadership regeneration

The future of the corporation

Instinct toward violence

U.S. population and environment

Acceptance of population control

Crowding

Medical-care systems analysis

Rank by E/C

6

7

1

2

3

10

11

34,

5

14 1/2.

We note that 7 of .these are also among the top 10 with regard to cost-

effectiveness. Two others are close, and only one item, #8, 4.1as a rela-

tively poor cost-effectiveness rating; this is due to its estimated cost

of $ 2 million.

More detailed descriptions of these 10 entries are given on the following

pages.

-V. V

;4.3
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1. HUMAN INTELLIGENCE

Societal Impact: 7 Cost effectiveness: 9.3 Annual Cost: $-200,000

Ilk
Probability: .70 Number of years: 3 Total (ost: $ 600,000

The classical. notion of an intelligence quotient has been recognized by may researchers

as shaving outworn its utility; yet its naive application is still wide-spread. What is

needed is a .11.4, comprehensive, up-to-date study of human intelligence, with its result's

published in a form that is useful and comprehensible to eduCators at all levels and does
not lend itself to the traditional bureaucratic abuse to which the IQ concept has been

subjected. Such a study should include a redefinition of "intelligence", it shpuld exam-

ine the merits d limitations of existing' testing procedures and possibly devise new

ones, and it shoul ascertain the dependence (or independence) of intelligence on cultu-

ral differences and on genetic factors. The study should further include experimental
research concerned with methods of enhancing intelligence, e.g. through very early educa-_

tion arid/or sensory stimulation, the development of intelligence drugs, methods.of im-
proving the prenatal environment, and nutritional supplements.

2. URBAN COMMUNICATIONS

Societal Impact: 7

Probability: .70

Cost effectiveness: 8.11 Annual Cost: $ 275,000

Number of years: 2 1/2 Total Cost: $ 688,000,

Intra -urban communications ("the local loop") is in a state of emerging crisis. This is

largely due to (i) unreliable and short-term-oriented demand forecasts and (ii) long
amortization horizons for (obsolescing) common - carrier` facilities. An integrative study
program should forecast,demands for communications services within'and among highly

urbanized areas ilokhe United States over the next two decades. Sectors of demand to re-

'ceive special attention yould be: industry, banking, municipal governments, publica-

tions, communications meaii, and edubational institutions. Through cost-effectiveness,
and contingency analyses, such a study would determine the technological alternatives

that best satisfy projected demand. The study would investigate, in partiCular, the
joint impact of communications satellites, broadband coaxial cables, and advanced tech-
niques for modulation and signal processing.

3. TRANSPORTATION AND COMMUNICATION

Societal Impact: 7 Cost effectiveness: 17.1 Annual Cost: $ 140,000

Probability: .60 Number of years: 2 Total Cost: $ 280,000

How much of the displacement of people could be removed by sufficiently effective means

of yerbal and pictorial communication? Conferences and lectures could relatively easily
be arranged by telecommunication with little radical equipment (in particular, without

the luxury.of teleyision). Sufficiently advanced communication would permit very effec-
tive shopping by televisor at great savings in transportation and to the advantage of

buyer and seller. With such communication techniques the present pressure to concentrate
offices and stores in big cities and to have clerical workers and Administrators always
physically present in the offices where they work could be largely obviated. While the

communication industry presumably sees the advantage of expanding in the direction sug-
gested, the question might be raised under foundation auspices whether the interests of
the communication industry as now organized really are parallel with those, of the public

in this respect. A broad examination should be planned of the extent to which transpor-
tation of people will be replaced by Communication.

1
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4. LEAbERSHIP REGENERATION

Societal Impact: '`7

Probability:

Cost effectiveness: 16.0 Annual Cost: $ 150,000

Number of years: 2 Total Cost: $ 311)0,000

A study of institutions experiencing problems of leadership and of the means of regen-
erating the 4concept of leadership should be conducted in different areas of contemporary
life: education, government, business,.social agencies. Complications of modern
society and technology tend to concentrate more and more decision-making in the hands of
a few. profound problems of communication and identity have.developed everywhere in our
society, from the General Motors plant to the ghetto to the college campus. .Leadership

is obviously a social necessity. However, no experimentation is being developed to,give
ours traditional concepts of leadership a new form. These new forms should be character*
ized by delegation of responsibility and a more meaningful involvement on the part of
the constituents. Modern communication technology has not lien utilized to strengthen
participation and a sense of identity. The democratic dialogue has, in fact, broken
down in the city and on the campus. There are'Many obvious reasons for this. It seems,

however, that we have not examined the, impact of centralization of authority in an age
that has phenomenal potential to disseminate information-and to expedite dialogue. One

of the most concrete problems in contemporary society is the breakdown in our traditional
concepts of leadership. The credibility gap in almost every, institution provides ample
evidence that we are applying twentieth century forms to eighteenth century leadership
traditions.

5. THE FUTURE OF THE CORPORATION

Societal Impact: 7 Cost effectiveness: 12.8 Annual Cost: $ 188,000

Probability: .60 Number of years: 2 TOtal Cost: $ 375,000

/
A study of the changing forms and functions of-the corporation in the late and post-

industrial era. It should include- consideration of the following items:

(a) responsibilities and relationships to stockholders; employees, and
society as a whole,

(b) the future' of the profit motive,

(c) -the means for creating incentives to move corporations toward-socially
'desirable goals (e.4.,avoidance of pollution, prodliction of low-cost'
housing)'when profits_ ao4io,t provide suffic1ent motivation,

(d) availability and cost of cash,
6

(e) the characteristics and nature of the labor force and of the consumer,

(f) the iMpaceof new technology on production, management, and distribution,

(g) the nature df the new Service industries, --

(hi ,new media f&radveitising,- L

(i):"Iand onership and control.

6% CHANGING THE INSTINCT TOWARD 'VIOLENCE
, .

Societal Impact: '7 Cost effectiveness:. 6,9 . Annual Cost: ' $ 350,000

Probability: .60 Number of years: , 2 Total Cost:. $ 700,000

A comprehensive study in the psychology andisociology of the national trait toward vio-
lence apd the developrcZneof educational 'methods toward reconditioning the human instinct

in this regard. /While Stanford and other universities have done some relevant research,/
more adequate financing is needed for. a full-scale treatment of the problem.

425
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7. U.S. POPULATION AND THE ENVIRONMENT

Societal Impact: 6 Cost effectiveness: 6.8 Annual Cost: $ 22i,000

Probability: .80 Number of years: 3 Total Cost: $ 660,000 ,

e.

A study of the maximal size to which the U.S. population can be expected to grow should
address itself to the question as to the point at which"the U.S. population growth is
likely to overwhelm our environment, irrespective of what we do to depollute air, water,
and land, and to_nudge the population into the least harmful areas. The surface was
scratched in the September 1969 hearings of, the House Conservation and Natural Resources

Subcommittee.

8. ACCEPTANCE OF POPULATION CONTROL

Societal Impact:* 7 Cost effectiveness: 2.8 Annual Cost: $ 400,000

Probability: .70 Number of years: 5 Total Cost: $ 2,000000

The continuing population explosion is the greatest problem of our times, even More
threatening to the quality of our lives than thermonuclear war.- The causes axe well
documentpd, but no effective solution has been proposed. Therefore, 'intervention by
society atlarge will have to be imposed, either by, governmental control or (especially
in the U.S.) by,massive use of advertising and public-relations agents. The question r

is how this can be accomplished without unacceptable coercion. This calls for an inter-
national project to study and test various theories of gaining acceptance of methods of
population control that give due consideration to psychological and social impediments.

9. CROWDING

Societal Impact: 6 Cost effectiveness: 9.9 Annual Cost: $ 200,000

Probability: .70 Number of years: 2 Total Cost: $ 400,000

A study of the psychological effects of human crowding is recommended because trends in
this'country, as in every industrialized country, point toward increasing crowding of
people into urban areas. It is known from careful experiments what devastating effects
crowding has on rats. Similar effects are beginning to be observed in people in large
urban centers. Very little attention has been given to this; yet it will be one of the
most important, problems of the future.

10. SYSTEMS ANALYSIS OF MEDICAL CARE

Societal Impact: 6' Cost effectiveness: 11.3 Annual Cost: $ 300,000

Probability: .60 Number of years: 1 Total Cost: $ 300,0S0

This is a proposal for an opetations-analytical systems analysis of current medical, .

care in this country which would identify major 'inefficiencies and inequities in the
it

present health care delivery system and investigate the desirability and means of their!
removal.
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For emphasis, we state once more that the order in whidh the proposals

are presented in this report, while it is not arbitrary, should not be

given undue significance. Thus Proposal 1 is not "the best" (in some

absolute sense) that emerged from this study, nor is each of the ten

proposals listed in this section necessarily "better" than those.listed,

in the fllowing section. All that can be said is that, by'and large,

proposals lisi&T-earlier have been evaluated by-the participating ex-

perts in a manner that tends to make them appear, from the pint of

view of their probable societal impact, ,grTmresenting mort promising,

investments than those listed later.
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5. The ten next most wanted studies

Next in our ranking, occupying Positions 11 through 20, are the ten

proposal's listed below.

11. INTRA-METROPOLITAN TRANSPORTATION

Societal Impact: 5 Cost effectiveness: 10.7 Annual Cost: $ 150,000_

Probability: .80 Number of years: 2 Total Cost: $ 300,000

An adequate public transportation system is said to be the key to solving many of our
urban problems - delivery of medical services, accessibility to jobs, decent housing, etc.
Little has been done in developing better transportation systems because of their prohibi-

tive cost.. No one has studied the cost of not providing such a system. The magnitude of

wthe price e pay for not allowing a large segment of our population accessibility to jobs,
health care, decent housing, etc., would probably be amazing. For instance, large portion

of maternity cases lack prenatal care becaus6 of inadequate transportation to obtain such

service. The result could be some form of brdin damage.' It costs the state approximately
$ 250,000 to institutionalize a child for life. A subsidized bus line from the ghetto to

A the city's major medical facilities might be cheaper. An analysis of the comparative cost
of providing ,,adequate intra-metrbpolitan transportation vs the cost of not providing it,

is indicated.

12. CONSERVATION EDUCATWIN

Societal Impact: 6 Cost effectiveness:' 5.6 Annual Cost: $ 200,000

Probability: .60 -Number of ears:, 3 Total Cost: $ 600,000

A program is retommended to sponsor the-'inclusion in the public-school curriculum of
gradiis 1-1.2 of an introduction, to ecology with emphasis on the human impact on nature.
he program would involve extensive use of visual material and field trill'. At higher

levels,, it could, also deal with social problems of recreation and leisure and the
qmestiont ckthe values of natural beauty." The program would be a pilot project in=
volving one or several school districts.

13, THE RIGHT TO HI.MER EDUCATION

Societal Impact: .6e 1 Cost effectiveneqs: 4.5 Annual Cost: $ 250,000

Probability: .60 ' Number of years: 3 Total Cost: $ 750,000

Formal schooling beyond the 12th grade is now, for all practical purposes, a right and
not a privilege and an investigation is proposed to ascertain the implications of this
situation in terms of the current college and university system in the U.S. The study

should include consideration of what changes in the system may be needed, what institu-
tional forms may be required, what the resource implications are, and what alternative
types of financing are desirable.

CIF
C.).1
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14. THE ECONOMICS OF A STABLE U.S. POPULATION

Societal Impact: 5 Cost effectiveness: 4.3 Annual Cost: $ 250,000

Probability: .80 Number of years: '3 Total Cost: $ 750,000

The general need to control population growth is now widely accepted in this country.

Ultimately this may imply a stabilized population. Population stability could impose
severe strains on the U.S. economy, which has been stimulated by burgeoning production

activities to serve its, growing population. A careful study of the structure of the
U.S. econ9my, and the likely impacts of different rates of population growth (lower than
current rates, and including a zero growth rate) on both supply and demand or consumer
goods would yield important insights into the /adjustments needed to accommodate a future

decline of the population growth with minimum economic disruption. It would also indicate

the substitution of services (such as health, education, and amenities) for consumer goods
needed to sustain /arious levels of the GNP.

15., PARTICIPATION IN THE DEMOCRATIC PROCESSES

Societal Impactt, 6

Probability: :60

Cost effectiveness: 3.4 Annual Cost: $ 250,000

Number of years: Total Cost: $ 1,000,000

Creation of a new institution is proposed that would be designed to encourage greater
partitipation in the democratic processes that shape the future of our society. Such an

institution might employ a group of scholars, working interdisciplinarily, who would
periodically assess and describe the social state of the nation and outline major options
that appear to emerge with regard to its future course. Such a report should be given
wide circulation; especially among the=colleges and-universities and through the news

media. A possibility to which some thought might be given is that 'of sponsoring forum
;:'discussions across the nation of the issues presented in such a report ("surmising.

forums" in Bertrand de Jouvenel's phrase).

16. INTEGRATED URBAN HOUSING

Societal Impact: 6 Cost effectiveness: 5.7 Annual Cost: $ 250,000

Probability: .50 Number of years: 2 Total Cost: $ 500,000

If we fail to reverse the present trend, a majority of the citizens in each of the

fifteen largest cities in the Unit States will be of a racial minority by 1985.
Clearly, mete law enforcement is inadequate to the need. A comprehensive study in the

total range of local procedures, architectural features, and socio-economic and other
techniques for fully integrating urban housing is required. The results of the suggested
study 'Might offer some guidance as to the most effective ways of dealing with the problem.

17. COOPERATION VERSUS AGGRESSION

Societal Impact: 5 Cost effectiveness: 8.0 k Annual Cost: $ 100,000

Probability:, .60 Number of years: 3 Total Cost: $ 300,000

The basis.of aggressive behavior is beginning to receive serious attention from psycho-

logists. The mere reduction of aggression, however, may have a negative effect. What

is needed for the lOng-term betterment of mankind (especially if population control is
delayed) is the replacement of aggression by cooperation. Therefe the current research
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17. COOPERATION VERSUS AGGRESSION (continued)

on agression should be supplemented by corresponding investigations of the psychological

and physsOlogical basis of an attitude of cooperation. A knowledge of the underlying

difference betaeen these two behavior states may suggest a ready means for converting the

one into the other. If the change is made in favor of cooperation, it could mean the end

of war as well as of individual assault. An nvestigation aimed at/the identification of
methods of converting aggressive into 'cooperative attitudes is advocated.

18. HIGHER EDUCATION TOWARD IMPROVED BLACK LEADERSHIP

Societal Impact: 6 Cost effectiveness: 1.8, Annual Cost: $ 500,000k

Probability: .80 Number of years: 5 Total Cost: $ 2,500,000

Support of a network of small colleges each willing to increase their student bodies by
twenty additional Negroes is recommended. Each participating institution would thus

produce forty mere black college 'graduates at the end of eight years. The small colleges

could handle'these numbers withdut great alteration in fheir,structures if each were
given $ 50,000 a year, of which 4/5 could b4 for financial aid to the students. One

fifth would support an additional member of the counseling staff.

19. EXPERIMENT IN A COMMUNITY HEALTH CARE DELIVERY SYSTEM

Societal Impact: 6 Cost effectiveness: 1.7

Probability: .80 Number of years: 4

Arinual Cost: $ 650,000

Total Cost: $ 2,600,000

The design for a hiei:archical system of health care should be created, taking advantage
of currently available information processing and medical electronics. Such a systet

should encompass the range of care from.routine physical check-ups to surgical intensive
care to nursing hordes. It should be implemented experimentally in a sample community,
its components being tailored to the level of utilization which that community would need

20. QUALITATIVE (RATHER THAN QUANTITATIVE) ECONOMIC GROWTH

Societal Impact: 5

Probability: :.60

Cost effectiveness: 4:8 Annual Cost: $ 250,000

Number of years: 2 Total Cost: $ 500,000

Research is recommended in economic theory, aimed at the establishment of an.economic
model in which qualitative rather than quantitative growth is emphasized.1 A group of
economists would be entrusted with the task of modeling an economy where the'exPense of
cleanup isspaicl in the present rather than in the future, an economy based on zero popu-
lation groWth in which the social objectives are the enhancement of the standard of
livingof people presently poor. The model would be of an economy where growth in GNP
would be based not on consumption but on conservation of resources and wastes.

0
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6. Forty-two other proposals

The following list presents the remaining ones of the 62 proposals which

together constitute the main outcome of this study.

21. MONITORING_SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY FOR SOCIAL IMPLICATIONS

Societal Impact: 7 Cost effectiveness: 1.6, Annual Cost: 750,000'
1

Probability: .60 . Number of years: 4 Total Cost: $ 3,000,000

Tnis is a recommendation for the creation of an organization to monitorscientificad-
vance5 and major technological developments and to interpret their implications for
society. The purpose of such am organization should be to alert society in general
and governmental and private planning agencies in particular-of its, findings. This

would be a direct follow-up on the NAS recommendation to this effect, and might,take a
form akin to that of the Council for Economic Development,` for the areas of scienti'fic

and technological development. Unless we -begin to audit, interpret, plan for and'
disseminate information on the possible impact Oh society of new scientific discoveries
and an exploding technology, humanity could be 'in for some nasty purprises. Moreover,

as the time span between a major new technical breakthrough and its impingement on'
people grows ever shorter, so too does the time to understand and adapt to the conse-
quences diminish. As life in a, technological society becomes more interrelated, more
complex and seemingly less under an individual's control! it becomes tremendously im-
portant to foresee possible6new, perturbations to society. 'Change, particularly in
response to or.because.of scientific developments, should be planned. The alternative:
will be a frantic response to dramatic new technical breakthroughs whj.ch'may or may
not be adequate. There may well be future developments that,will require'years of
man's best effort to prepare to handle properly. The difference in this approach
from the IBM-sponsored Harvard effort would be in a less theoretical approach and in,
greater emphasis'on operational policy 4mplications for legislatures and for planning
agencies in the private sector.

22. MASS COMMUNICATION MEDIA

Societal Impact: 5 Cost effectiveness: 4.0 Annual Cost: 300,000

Probability: .60 Number of years: 2 Total Cost: $ 600,000

This is a proposal concerning research on the quality of the content of our mass media
and on their effect both domestically and internationally. More intellectual and
financial resources are required to upgrade the'quality of the content of our burgeoning
communications media. Technology is, as always, way ahead of content at thp moment.
This subject is critical both in national and international terms, for the media repre-
sent perhaps the largest source of informative education which most people receive and
certainly are responsible for many of their attitudes and perceptions of the world

around them. This study should include an examination of the amount and kind of action
generated by the media, the credibility of the media, the extent to which they have
replaced the courts in convicting people, the effect on political campaigns, the im-
pediments to upgrading the quality of television and radio programming and of the new
inexpensive video-tape cassettes, and the role, quality and influence of computerized
information retrieval bank systems.
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23. USE OF R+D IN THE PUBLIC SECTOR ANALAGOUS TO THAT IN THE PRIVATE SECTOR

Societal Impact:

Probability:

5 Cost effectiveness: 4.0 Annual.Cost: $ 300,000

.60 Number of years: 2 Total Cost: $ 600,000

A study is proposed of the similarities and differences between private anapublic

producers of goods and services and of the consequent roles of R+D in both sectors.

Until recently it was believed that the concepts of the profit motive and of the public

I
service motive were irreconcilable and necessarily required different structures and

t dhniques. Consideration should be given to: the, recent blurring of the distinctions

between institutions in the public sector and those'in the private sector; the increas-

ing emphasis upon social responsibility and public service to be found in enlightened

industrial concerns; the new interest in certain public agencies toward employing some

of the techniques of business and industry for economy of operation, quality control,

and management effiency; the function of R+D in industry, Which has not yet found a

counterpart in government and education. The purpote of R+D as funded and.structured

internally by industry may be assumed to be one, of self-renewal, by,exploring the

possibilities of offering new or improved goods or services. This conceptof R+D may

be introduced into a given pbblic agency. Having identified a new or improved service

to society, we may construct a model program for implementing such a service, specifying

purposes to be fulfilled, means for accomplishment, and data collection for evaluation.

"Risk capital" might then he set aside for a specified period of R+D in which the pro-

gram would be exempt from the type of annual budgeting justification required of estab-

lished programs, using a post-audit evaluation in terms of degree of fulfillment of

declared,purpOses. The output may then be absorbed into the regular program of such

a public agency, or not, depending op the evaluation.
1,

24. A NEW GOAL FOR MEDICAL EDUCATION

Societal Impact: 5 Cost effectiveness: 4.0 Annual Cost: $ 200,000

Probability: .60 Number of years: 3 Total Cost: $ 600,000

A redefinition of nealth as physical, mental and social well-being' should lead to the

expansion of education in medicine so-as to include social science as well as the '

development of collaborative research between the health and the social sciences. A

program to encourage such collaboration`is proposed.

25. ENVIRONMENTAL PRESERVATION

Societal Impact: 5 Cost effectiveness: 3.8 Annual Cost: $ 320,000

Probability: '.60 Number of years: 2 Total Cost: $ 640,000

A rapidly proliferating technology has enabled us to substitute basic resources in

plentiful supply for those which are more scarce. This has reduced the dependency of

the national economy on certain extractive industries. Simultaneously, our population

is exerting increasing demands for undisturbed natural environment. The policies and

other criteria under which we regulate environmental use and invest public and private

funds for extractive development tend to reflect the social values and technical

capacity of our society in past years. A study is needed which would investigate both .

the extent to which American society is placing increasing value on environmental

amenities as well as the implications that our evolving technology might have for

decisions to use the environment as a source of extractive commodities at the sacrifice

of amenity value. The study dould provide a basis for policies that would lead to ra- I

tional programs for environmentarpreservation.
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26. IMPROVED TRAINING FOR PUBLIC SERVICE

Societal Impact: 5 Cost effectivtiness:, 2.7 Annual Cost: $ 300,000

Probability: .90 Number of years: 3 1/2 Total Cost: $ 1,050,000

This is a proposal to, survey and identify methods for reforming the curricula of schools
of'public administration, with the object of providing improved training for public ser-
vice. The quality of curricula for the public service is, at best, equal to that of
business administration curricula twenty years ago. Reforms in public administration
training should view the objective as the manageMent of large, complex, stochastic sys-
tems instead of as merely maefods of personnel selection and budget preparation. One
possible interdepartmental approach - practiced at UCLA - is to choose a triadic course
structure, consisting of (a) quantitative ?methods, mathematics-, and computer usage,

.(b).a substantive area (e.g..publichealth), and (c) the socio-economic environment for
the public subsystem covered under (b).

27. COST-BENEFIT STUDY ON WATER AND AIR POLLUTION

Societal Impact:

Probability:

. 6 Cost effectiveness: 2.1 Annual Cost: $ 550-,000

.60 Number of years: 3 Total Cost: $ 1,650,000

Except for some preliminary work done in the State of New York, there is little informa-
tion available on the cost of,not eliminating pollution. If a comparative analysis of
the cost of cleaning up.the nation's air and water and.of the cost of not doing so should
confirm the New York findings, then it should be followed up by research on how to get
the message across to the public most effectively, so that anti-pollution measures will
be implemented.'

28. EtOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS 114 POLICY DECISIONS

Societal Impact: 5 . Cost effectiveness: 3:2 Annual Cost: °$ 500,000

Probability: .60 Number of years: 1,1/2 Total CoAt: $ 750,000

This study would examine the means both of formulating sound policy decisions in terms
of ecological considerations and of implementing them politically. In,many instances,
traditional economic criteria may have to be replaced by ecological evaluation. An
effort should be made) to establish economic measures and "social indicators" of eco-
logical imbalance.

29. UNIVERSITY REFORM

Societal Impact: 5 Cost effectiveness: 3.2° Annual Cost: $ 188,000

Probability: .60 Number of years: 4 Total Cost: $ 750,000,

A studp., including a survey of innovative, ideas, regarding reforms, in .the field of higher'
education is advocated. Such a study should concern itself with the changing role of the
university in modern society and should°examine questions of administrative reorganiza-
tion, personnel policies, curricula, and teaching methods (including computer-assisted
instruction).,

4
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30. THE SOCIAL ASPECTS OF DRUG ABUSE

Societal Impact: 5 Cost effectiveness: 3.2 Annual Cost: $ 250,000

Probability: .60 Number of years: 3i Total Cost: $ 750,000

A research.Pt)oject is recommended to develop a program of drug education and of appro-
priate social reforms to deal with the underlying causes of drug abuse. This study

should include an examination of the social strata and Motivation of those who partici-
pate and those who abstain, as well as in-depth investigation of the attitudes and
social perceptions of matched .groups of drug-dependent persons, occasional drug users,

and drug abstainers. The study should focus on the relationship of usage of drugs to
social estrangement, to rejection of society in whatever form, and to the ability of
the users to formulate clearly their attitudes about the society in which, they find

themselves. Drug abuse should be viewed as a form of covert social protest. ,"The drug
epidemic may prove to be a powerful lever in the struggle to regain American social
idealism and self-respect."

31. METHODOLOGY OF FUTURES ANALYSIS

Societal Impact.: 5

Probabilityr, .60

Cost effectiveness:

Number of years:

3.2

3

Annual Cost: $ 250,000

Total Cost: $ 750,000

The state of the art of.forecasting and preparing for the future is at a p*tyhere
existing and promising methodological developments need to be fully summarized and
reviewed, and where there should be a program to design and describe a more complete
spectrum of methods for analyzing future possibilities and synthesizing possible
futures. This project should examine the different forecasting needs, or even the
different meanings associated'with forecasts, pertaining to such different areas as
science and technology, society the arts, and values.

32. PUBLIC/PRIVATE INTERFACE

Societal Impact; 5 1/2 Cost effectiven4: 2.6 Annual Cost: $ 500,000

Probability: .55 Number of year: 2 Total Cost: $ 1,000,000

This proposal *supports creation of sponsorship for new corporations (poSsibly not for
profit) in areas of enterprise that require public and private cooperation. Such orga-

nizations may be needed either iareas of future public needs, e.g.

(a) public transportation
(b) new cities

(0) regeneration of old.cities
(d') low or moderate cost housing
(e) earth-orbital and lunar development

or in areas where certain bureaucratic functions might be returned to the private
sector, e.g.

(f) post office

. (g) public parks and recreational areas
(h) welfare programs
(i) weather forecasting
(j) corps-of-engineers functions
(k) consumer protection

34
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33. HERMAN KAHN

Societal Impact: 4

Pro6bility: .70

Cost effectiveness: 5.6 Annual Cost: $ 75,000

NuMber of years: 5 Total Cost: $ 375,000

This proposal recommends the support of Herman Kahn in creative and unconventional
thinking on national problems. Kahn has a unique intellect and personality. His ideas' ,

are constructive disturbers of complacency, goads to the inert, and testers of the
established order. Ret.should be removed from the apparatus of the Hudson, Institute
(perhaps by facilitating its merger into some other organization) with its financial
and organizational distractions; he should be awarded, say, a five-year grant for
himself, an assistant, a secretary,.and funds for an occasional consultant. Thus he'

can work on problems that interest him, without constraints of saleability and cus-
tomer preference. (Note: This suggestion has not been discussed with Mr. Kahn.]

34.e'INTELLECTUAL INSTITUTIONS

Societal Impact: 6 Cost effectiveness: 3.4 Annual Cost: $ 220,000

Probability: .40 Number of years: 3 Total Cost: $ 660,000

A project is proposed for the identification, analysis, and underwriting of carefully
selected innovations among intellectual institutions.' This project would not necessarily
involve the creation'of perpetually innovative institutions. ,It would involve deliberate
stimulation of the growth of intellectual institutions which would constitute a model
for the next step in the evolution of_advanced universities and other institutions that
accept the responsibility for training and_continuing-the education of-persons for
constructive intellectual and social leadership. The project would reveal how relatively
xmodest fundin..1 for this purpose can have (and has had) major impact and leverage. Much
good can follow from the conscious creation of viable, new intellectual institutions,
little can.follow without it, or from uncritical trial-and-error institutional evolution.

35. ADULT RESPONSIBILITIES FOR UNIVERSITY STUDENTS

Societal Impact: 6 Cost effectiveness: 1.9 Annual Cost: $ 600,000

Probability: .60 Number of years: 3 Total Cost: $ 1,800,000

The widening gap between intellectual awareness and emotional maturity is-cause& in
part, by the ever-increasing postponement of adult responsibilities. What is needed
is a response to alienation of older adolescents and young adults with therconstruc-
tive opportUnities for making use of their talents and idealism. Provisioi of support
is recommended to those institutions of higher learning which incorporate into the
traditional four-year liberal arts program adult experiences involving substantial
responsibility for other human lives whether in teaching, prisons, drug rehabilitation,
youth work or other critical areas of social need. Philosophically the concept may
be linked to a kind of national service for the increasing numbers of young people who
will not be called to military service.
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36. CENTER FQR VISUAL COMMUNICATION

Societal Impact: 6 Cost effectiveness: 1.9 , Annual Cost: $,450,000

Probability': .60 Number of years:

This is a proposal for the establishment of a center for the study of visual communica-

tion. ,Visual communication is a new phenomenon which has had the greatest possible im-

pact on the younger generation, but almost nothing is known about visual intelligence

or about content aspects of electronic technology. Thus the President of the United

States tends to choose a visual 'medium to communicate to the people of his country, by

prese4iting "filmed radio" talks, without any use or implication of the visual medium

other than his'appearaace: We have the ability to concentrate enormous amounts of data

through visual means. Yet, for instance, U.S. Senators continue tocommunicate with

their constituencies as though we were still in the days of the inental Congress.

Ph.D.s lecturing in the United States still write books and fer to their graduate

school notes as though-It were the middle ages. The vis y talented are either ex-

clUded or underfed by the educational establishment. erything from motion film to

environmental sculpture is being' developed in the climate of a cave. If one could

identify a single tool with multiple implications in everything from recreation to

politics that could revolutionize the problem-solving process it would be a sophis-

ticatedand coherent implementation of visual conununication.

4 Total Cost: S 1,800,000

37. ?HYSICAL SCIENCES

Societal Impact:. 5 1/2

Probability: .80 Number of years: 4 1/2 Total Cost: $ 2,250,000

This proposal concerns the granting of selective support for university and other basic

research programs in the physical sciences tha-promise'to be of great human benefit.

This project would first have to identify basic research areas in the physical sciences

in which resources have been meager and evaluate the degree to w:Ach the results of such

research might contribute to'an improvement'in the human condition. Actual financial

support should be givento those ranking highest in this regard. Candidate areas might

include climate research, research on chronic diseases from air quality degradation,

ocean food production*, factory food methods, etc.

Cost effectiveness: 1.7 Annual Cost: 500,000

38. STATE AND LOCAL REFORM

Societal Impact: 5 Cost effectiveness: 4.4 Annual Cost: $ 150,000

Probability: .50 Number of years: 3 Total Cost: $ 497elo

This is a recommendation for the funding of a project to evolve a political strategy
for accomplishing the fiscal and organizational modernization of state and local govern-

ment. Such reforms have been set forth in the studies of the Douglas Commission on

Urban Problems and the Advisory Commission-on Intergovernmental Relations. Possibly

a professional expose might be conducted of one or more state governments, with the

objective of stimulating public pressure for state government reform.
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39. DYNAMICS OF VALUE CHANGE

Societal Impact: 5 Cost -effectiveness: 2.7 Annual Cost: $ 300,000

Probability: .60 Number of years: 3 Total Cost: 0 $ 900,000

A study is proposed of the, dynamics of value change in our society from Vle psychological,

behavioral, and social viewpoints. This study would include laboratory simulation and
field interviews and would center on such subjects as:

the future of the work ethic,
aspirations of various socio-economic groups,
leisure,
the super-culture and its diffusion (Boulding) ,
the growth of anti-rationalism and mysticism,
-public reactions to welfare (the anticipated respOnse to guaranteed income),

alienation in the city; )

sex mores,
1

the role Of the family,
business ethics;
attitudeetoward crime and punishment,
attitudes toward government,

0
nationalism.

40. URBAN ENVIRONMENTAL ESTHETICS

Societal Impact: S Cost effectiveness: 3.3 Annual Cost: $ 300,0p0

Probability: .50 N er of years: 2 Total Cost: $ 600,000

A study of the esthetics of the urban environment is intended :to concern itself with
the effect upon the individual in urban areas of bad design, dirt, ugliness, and the
various types of pollution which are attendant upon all of our cities. The object

would be to arrive at programs of improvement which would go/beyond "beautification",
WhiCh is` usually merely an attempt to put a good face on what is basically a poorly

designed environment.

41. PILOT STUDY OF POLLUTION CONTROL

Societal Impact: 4 ) Cost effectiveness: 5.0 Annbal Cost: $ 85,000

Probability: .60 Number of yers: 4 Total Cost: $ 340,000

A university should be selected where significant research on pollution problems is
under way and nearby communities identified as being willing to cooperate. Under the

guidance of a joint fadulty-citizen committee, several alternative anti-pbllution
measures might be implemented in the communities, and thel effects observed, analyzed
and reported on by the faculty monitors. The results-would be published and thus '

made available to other communities.

a

0;1..1
ILI
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42. SOCIAL OBSERVATORY

Societal Impact: 5 1/2 Cost effectiveness:. 1.9 Annual Cost: $ 500,000
.1

Probability: .60 Number of years: 3 Total Cost: $ 1,500,000

The proposal recommends the establishment of an agency of social accounts which would
coordinate the fragmented efforts currently conducted in many places to define our
national goals and to select, objective social indicators as well as subjective indicators
of social satisfaction as measures of the quality of life in our society. It would
develop methods for monitoring these indicators, either through} direct polls or via
expert consensus; and it would monitor and report on their actual course as well as
forecast the expected effects of, alternative policies on their future course.

43. EFFECTS OF AIR4POLLUTION ON HUMAN PHYSIOLOGY

Societal Impact: 5 1/2 Cost effectiveness: 1.5 Annual Cost: $ 500,000

Probability: .80 Number of years: 5 Total Cost: $ 2,500,000

A study is proposed to be conducted for the purpose of determining the chronic and
acute effects of a variety of air pollutants on the human physiological system. Par-
ticular emphasis is to be placed on effects of pollutants at low concentrations for
long exposure times. The goal of this study is to increase the level of medical
knowledge sufficiently so that pollution control legislation will be intelligently
formulated and weil_founded.

44. INFORMATION POLICY

Societal Impact: 5 Cost effectiveness: 2.0 Annual Cost: $ 600,000

Probability: .60 Number of years: 2 Total Cost: $ 1,200,000

The high-speed computer, a dynamic communications technology, and the increased sophis-

tication of decision-making organizations have jointly increasjd the amount of basic
social information used by our society. Not only is it cheaper to produce this informa-
tion than was previously the case, but it may be rapidly transmitted and readily pre-
sented in either aggregate or primary form. All of this has led to a myriad.of data
collection exercises which are frequently uncoordinated, often inefficiently preserved,
and have given rise to a concern over a potential invasion of personal privacy. These
problems are particularly acute in the governmental sector. A careful study of the
information needs of public agencies in the United States, cast against the technological
capability of providing such' information, could lead toward recommendations and criteria
useful in the establishment of a national information policy, which would seek to collect
relevant social, and economic information in an organized fashion, preserve it in readily
usable fields, and at the same time protect the private interests involved.

45. PRISON REFORM

Societal Impact: 5

Probability: .70

Cost effectiveness: 1.6 Annual Cost: $ 575,000

Number of years ,
3 Total Cost: $ 1,725,000

A thorough study is advocated of the needs and potentialities of prison reform. This
study should be concerned with current practices in America's penal institutions, the
philosophies behind them, and the attitudes of those engaged in the administration and
operation of these institutions. It should include the physical and emotional impact
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45. PRISON REFORM (continued)

of imprisonment upon inmates in order to elucidate some of the causes of recidivism.
Suggestions for reforms in the system should be examined which would direct it away
from a purely punitive function toward a rehabilitative one. The study4thould seek

to aevelop recommended policies and programs and outline mechanisms for establishing

model programs in some prisons that might later be emulated and adopted.in others.

46. SCIENCE POLICY. PROCESIES AND INSTITUTIONS

Societal Impact: 5 j Cost effectiveness: 2.0

Probability: .50 Number of years: c" 4

Annual Cost: $ 250,000

Total Cost: $ 1,000,000

For historic reasons, present procedures and institutions dealing with science policy ,

are heavily influenced by traditional characteristics of the science enterprise and

the science community. They are also affected by assumptiont about the feasibility and
permissibility of unlimited proliferation of new knowledge, since scientists were part

of a closed academic system and the knowledge itself tended not to be subject to-the

constraints of a closed system of interdependencies. These traditions and assumptions

unnecessarily constrict the range of choice on science policy matters and affect ad-

versely the application (or non-application) of science, scientific methods, and.various

types of futures research to the solution of social problems. It is now possible to

conduct thorough impartial studies, with a view to the development of institutional

Capabilities for policy planning studies, that will yield more appropriate and effective

approaches to the future government of science. The first task, and the main purpose

of this project, would be to determine the most appropriate settings for such studies

and for the development of persons with the optimum attributes for performing Stith

studies and implementing their consequences.

47. ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE

Societal Impact: 5 Cost effectiveness: '1.6 Annual Cost:._ $ 450,000

Probability: .70 Number of years: 4 Total Cost: $ 1,800,000

This is a proposal for the creation of a new research institution or aid in the reshaping

of an existing one to bring into systematic, sustained and close intellectual interaction

a group of physical scientists and representatives of other disciplines who will not only

do research on environmental problems but will spend part of their time working on the

formulation of environmental policy. The other disciplines represented should include

law, sociology, economics, ecology, and medicine. 416.4icies to be formulated and examined

should be concerned with national programs to be recommended for private and governmental

priority for improving the understanding and reconstruction of a natural environment of

high quality (urban,as well as rural).

48. COMPUTER-AIDED GROUP PROBLEM-:SOLVING

Societal Impact: 5 Cost effectiveness: 1.7 Annual Cost: $ 462,000

Probability: .60 Number of years: 3 Total Cost: $1,385,000

Experimentation w'th the application of new communications technology to group problem -

solving situations is proposed because the increasing pace of change in society and the

increasing complexity of societal problems require more and more often the fast and

39
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48. COMPUTER-AIDED GROUP PROBLEM-SOLVING (continued)

effectiVe collaboration of groups of specialists in order to arrive at adequate and
timely decisions. Yet Ehe current modes for exchange of data and informed opinion in
group problem-solving situations are inadequate, regardless of whether they involve
transportation of persons to a common meeting place or the transportation of information
or ideas to individuals by mail, telephone, or telegraph. Assuming that the new communi-
cations technology will win the race with transportation technology, there will be a
need to aid institutional group problem-solving by providing instantaneous exchange of
data and opinion and by gathering a consensus from a variety of locations without moving
individuals from one place to another. This suggests conducting a pilot experimental
program in which, under controlled conditions, all the known and usable communications
technologies are brought to bear on a given group and problem. These could include
multi-screen telecasts of agenda, central data displays, live manipulations of data and
displays, voices and images of participants, and live broadcasts or pre-recorded tapes
of images, data or opinion from remote location*, plus supplementary and parallel com-
munications of written or pictorial materials by facsimile transmission.

49. SETTLEMENT PATTERNS IN NONMETROPOLITAN AREAS

Societal Impact: 5 Cost effectiveness: 1.6 Annual Cost: $ 500,000

Probability: .60 Number of years: 3 Total Cost: $ 1,500,000

Recent demographic and social trends have_transformed_the _way in which we occupy_our-
__

natural environment, and accordingly the structure and pattern of our demands for en-
vironmental services. Research is needed which focuses on nonmetropolitan areas in
the United States, and the transformation that has occurred within its resident popula-
tion. While the phenomenon of urbanization is well known, we are poorly informed about
the demographic and other social changes in the nonmetropolitan areas such as the age
and occupational structure of rural people, t eir pattern of residence and employment.
These factors are powerful determinants of type of environmental services these
communities will demand in the decades ahead. Deeper understanding of the social
trends occurring in nonmetropolitan America would provide a basis for' examining the
adequacy of different patterns of community settlement and-would suggest procedures
under which such services as water supply, transportation, waste disposal, etc., can
be L.,rovided effectively, without long-run detrimental effects one the environment.

50. REGIONAL COUNCIL OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

Societal Impacf: 5

Probability: .60

Cost effectiveness: 1.6 Annual Cost: $ 300,000

Number of years': 5 Total Cost: $.1,500,000

Funding is recommended for the staff, over five years", of a regional or state council
of environmental quality which would sponsor basic research, set standards of environ-
mental qUality, devise methods for monitoring the latter, and determine effective
political means for achieving enforcement of standards. Funding would be provided
because of present reluctance on the part of state governments to provide money for
such a purpose and with a view towards showing other governments4on effective operating
and investigatory body.

r
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51. TRAINING INSTITUTE FOR CITIZEN ACTION

Societal Impact: 6

Probability: .50

Cost effectiveness: 1.4

Number of years: 2

Annual Cost: $ 1,000,000

Total Cost: $ 2,000,000

Citizen actions pertaining to any current program related td poverty, law and order,
racial conflict,, health, or other social, economic.or political issues all demand organi-,,

zation. Lacking organization there can be no:power fOr action and no mechanism producing
the kind of bona fide representatives essential to the give and take, the wheeling and
dealing and compromising between different sectors of our population in the intercourse
of a free and open society. Organiers are not born as such but must be trained. This

calls for a training institute for organizers which hasa record of achievement and not
one for rhetoric.

52. REDUCTION OF CHAUVINISM

Societal Impact: 5 Cost effectiveness: 1.1 Annual Cost: 600,000

Probability: .80 Number of years: 5 Total Cost: $ 3,000,000

,A program of massive exposure of American local leaders (most of whom believe the United
States is divinely guided in its actions and never wrong) to other types of thinking and
acting is advocated. Mayors and Councilmen from Small towns across the country would
be transported to Europe and other continents to observe how other countries deal with

itheir problems. Programs would be intelligently and creatively planned to put the
visitors in dialogue with their opposite numbers; factories and farms would be inspected,
in addition to visits to art galleries and concerts. An attempt would be made to sift

out in advance any closed minds whose prejudices would only be intensified. Attitude

surveys should be conducted at the beginning and end of such progrims to deterMine the

extent of opinion changes.

53. INSTITUTE FOR BLACK DEVELOPMENT

Societal Impact: 5 Cost effectiveness: 1.0 Annual Cost: $ 625,000

Probability: .60 Number of years: 4 Total Cost: $ 2,500,000

Creation of an institute is proposed which would employ a group of black scholars working

interdisciplinarily, to assess and describe periodically the social state of the black
commukty in the U.S. and to propose directions arid 'programs for corrective action. This

institute should utilize expertise, black or white, from every arena of American Adeavor:
business, industr7, government, education, etc. It might alsodevelop some leadership

programs for black youth. A working relationship with black and white Congressmen and
policy maxerswould make it possible for reports from the institute to receive wide-cir-
culation in colleges, universities, news media, and so on. Such an institute would be

most appropriately located at a black college and could strengthen the scholastic tone

and atmosphere of that institution
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54. ANALYSIS OF THE FUTURE OF SOCIETY

Societal Impact: 5
1

, Cost effectiveness: 0.9 Annual Cost: $ 620,000

Probability .50 . Number o ears: 3 1/2 Total Cost: $ 2,170,000

There hasheen a*change-in attitude about the future. The fatalistic view that it is
unforeseeable and inevitable in being abandoned. It is being recognized that there are
a multitude of possible futures and that appropriate intervention can make a difference
In their probabilities. This raises the exploration of the future, and the search for
ways to influence its direction, to activities of great social responsibility. New, inter
disciplinary approaches to such an exploration, while still in their infancy, are pro-
mising. .With proper support they may help revive a constructive interest on the part of
society at large in shaping its own future and thus diminish the alienation of today's ,

youth from she democratic processes of government.

55. ALTERNATIVES TO CONVENTIONAL SECONDARY EDUCATION .

Societal Impact: 6 Cost effectiveness: 0.9 Annual Cost: $ 750,000

Probability .60 Number otyears.::' 5 Totkl Cost: $ 3,750,100

This is a proposal
secondary education
on work experienoe
A pilot program, se
should test such a
ing the Alucational
approach.

for an experimental program to design and test alternative methods of
This study would seek out approaches that would blind especially

and would'he sensitive to the biological and emotional needs of youth.
t up in competition (or in conjunction) with conventional schooling,
cdncept and, in particular, 'exaMine tho possibility of thus shorten-
process for those students that gain significantly from such an

56. HEROIN CURE

Societal Impa : 7 Cost effectiveness; 0.9 'Annual Cost: $ 750,000

Probability: .40 Number of years,: 5 Total Cost: $ 3,750,000

An intensive program of labkoratorc, research 1is advocated to discover a chemical cure for
aytical addiction to".cheroin and other opiate derivatives:, It may definitely be expected
that heroin addiction can be cured, hot by methadone but by a chemical formula that will
relieve physical dependency. This cure which should be achievable at a cost substan-
tially less,than that of a polaris sub 7 would relieve a city like New York of major por-
tions of all crime.

57. EQUAL EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY

Sqcietal Impact: Cost effectiveness: 0.7 Annual Cost: $ 1,100,000

Probability: .60 Number of years: 3 Total Cost: $ 3,300,000

This'plopO?al concerns the funding of some long-range efforts in support of one society
characterized by equal educational opportunities for all, as a counter to the enormcis
pressures for racial separatism. Within communities of "middle America" (towns of 10,00b
to 30,000 outside the feasible bussing radius of metropolitan ghettos) that volunteer to
cooperate, dormitdry resiAnces might be provided for some promising minority-group stu-
dents to enable them to'ittend the local high school for several years in preparation for
college attendancp or other post-secondary school opportunity. Grants might be made with

11.4,
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57. EQUAL EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY (continued)

the understanding that communities would waive school tuitions and that locally consti-
tuted Boards of'Directors would assume responsibility for obtaining partial funding during
the first few years and full financial responsibility thereafter.

58. INTERNATIONAL COOPERATIVE VENTURES

Socletal Impact: 5 Cost effectiveness: 0.6 Annual Cost: $ 750,000

Probability: .60 Number of years: 5 Total Cost: $ 3,750,000

This is a recommendation for the establishment of a group that would select promising
areas for international cooperation and award grits to appropriate existing or newly
created institutions for action programs aimed a Iplementing such cooperative approaches
Specific, vital operational assignments which car, be given to U.N. agencies and other
international organizations (in such areas as education and science, the uses of the
oceans, environmental control, prevention of famine and disease, space exploration, etc.)

could help build a fabric of world cooperation.

59. SOCIO-ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT OF LESS DEVELOPED COUNTRIES

Societal Impact: 5 Cost'ffectiveness: 0.5 Annual Cost: $ 750,000

Probability: .50 Number of years: 5 Total Cost: $ 3,750,000

This is a proposal for the establishment of an international institute for the promotion
of socio-economic development of the less developed countries. The study of national
development requires an interdisciplinary approach, involving a joint examination of
economic and socio-political issues as well as of technological aspects of the problem.
1n institute as proposed might undertake such a study through the medium of a simulation

laboratory. Among the functions of.such a laboratory would be the following: designing

strategies, on behalf of,aid-giving countries, of optimal support to less developed
countries: designing development strategies for self-help by such countries; representing
a clearing-house, focus, and catalyst for the many, fragmented efforts in the socio--

economic development area that go on throughout the world; assembling data banks on
developing countries and designing methods for their processing and retrieval; promoting
the transfer of t,2chnology from advanced countries to emerging countries, encouraging
systemsanalytical approaches to development problems; providing a centralized institu-
tional setting for conferences and working seminars and for the collation of expert judg-
ment in all areas relevant to the development of the emerging nations.

60. INTERDISCIPLINARY DRUG RESEARCH

Societal Impact: 5 Cost effectiveness: 0.6 Annual Cost: $ 1,000,000

Probability: .80 Number of years: 5 Total Cost: $ 5,000,000

Athorough, non-emotional investigation is recommended of the total spectrum of drugs,
including alcohol, barbiturates, amphetamines, mind-expanding and habit-forming drugs.
The medical and social effects of these drugs as well as their interrelationships need
to be studied. Equally important are the medical and social reasons for using them.
Attention should be given4to the-'consequences of the dehumanizing and depersonalizing
effects of society which are believed to induce the use of these drugs.
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61. TRANSITION SCHOOLS

Societal Impact: 4 Cost effectiveness: 0.5 Annual Cost: $ 1,1k0,000
'

Probability: .70 Number of years: 4 Total Cost: $ 4,400, 00

Two or three small junior colleges in the South or,the Appalachian region should be
selected to develop programs that would identify talented students from deprived areas
at the rising junior year of high school and give them two full years of training to
prepare them for first-rate college training. The pilot programs developed in such
schools could be modified for replication in public schools. Training might be limited
to three or four areas on an interdisciplinary basis, attempting new. curriculum designs
and teaching techniques. This project rests on the assumption that bright, poor students
are being destroyed in weak secondary schools and that some models need to be invented
to facilitate academic "leaps" for the bright pocir. Subsidies should be-granted to the
participating junior colleges.

62. INSTITUTE OF ECOLOGY

Societal Impact: 5 Cost effectiveness:. 0.5 Annual Cost: $ 1,000,000

Probability: .60' Numbqr of years: 5 TOtal Cost: $ 5,000,000

This proposal concerns the establishment of a National Institute of Ecology, to undertake
urgent research on pollution, contamination, and other factors that-imperil the ecological
balance of the earth. Such an institute should carry out the comprehensive systems re-
search needed to arrive at a master plan for redeveloping the environment and to free the
atmosphere, the land and the water'from contamination. The master plan would form the
basis for coordination of the efforts of all public and private agencies which are con-
cernpd with man's environment. and ecology, andit would serve to establish guidelines
to ID? used by future generatioAs as the basis for conside4gtion of the effects of large '

scal

r

anenvironmental changes.
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7. Inconclusiyely eval620d proposals

Of the 80 entries in Round 3 of the Delphi study, 18 (as mentioned earlier)

were elected for assessment by so few respondents, that they cannot be

considered to have been properly evaluated. It should be

however, that in their preliminary 1/aluation in Round 2,

sufficientlywell to be carried over to the final round.

in the following table.

remembered,

they scored

They are listed

63. READING DISABILITY AMONG AMERICAN CHILDREN

Societal Impact: 6 Cost effectiveness: 4.3 Annual Cost: $ 350,000

Probability: .80 Number of years: 3 Total Cost: $ 1,050,000

A study is proposed to determine the level and causes of reading disability among the

children of America. Such a study should include-sampling from various income-groupings,
racial groupings, regional groupings, mobile and stable families, etc. An attempt should

be made to determine the exact nature of these problems; therefore, neo-natal. birth
problems, neurological and developmental problems, quality of teaching, stability of
schools and other related factors should be taken into consideration. A survey of quali-

fied personnel and facilities available to serve children with specifib reading problems

should be conducted. A review of the teacher\training prograffis as they relate to reading

is also indicated. Finally, an attempt should be made to determine'the degree rb which
emotional and'behavioral difficulties in children are related to reading disakilities.

64. INVENTION OF NEW FORMS OF GOVERNMENT

Societal Impact: 7 Cost effectiveness: 4.0 Annual Cost: $ 400,000

Probability: .40 Number of years: 2 Total Cost: $ soodpoo

This proposal recommends a systematic study of different forms of government, and the
invention of new forms, especially for the developing countfies. Much World tension

stems from the hang-up with two words: "communism" and "democracy". Actually there are

about fifty different types of democracy and probably as many different varieties of

communism. Classifying governments, as we are inclined to do, into these two categories
is about as sensible as dividing all the people of the world into two groups: "good" and

"bad". Scholars both here and abroad could do much to lessen world tensions and built7in

animosities by devising a,new and more accurate descriptipn of each type of government
and making a systematic study of the type of government best sited to the needs of a
given nation, including the invention,of new government forms. For more than a hundred

years the nations of South America have floundered on the rock of so-called "democracy".

They borrowed our forms and tried to use them with populations unready and unsuited for

democracy of the English-American type. Presently, a good example of the desperate need

for a new kind of governmental structure is South Vietnam. If we insist on the kind of
democracy we know, democracy will fail there as it has in every similar situation during

the last 150 years. A new kind of government must be devised nrobably something with

some of the controls utilized in communist -type governments, but if possible avoiding

.many of the excesses found in them.
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65. RELOCATION OF SLUM FAMILIES

Societal Impact: 6 Cost effectiveness: 3.4 Annual Cost: $ 500,000

Probability: .60 Number of years: 2 Total Cost:,' $ 1,000,000

It is recommended that a study be'conducted of the problem of relocating the residents i

of slums which are Being cleared. A1644 with urban renewal there will be an enormous

redistribution of the American population. While model cities will help, the big

problem is likely to be that of emptying the slums and relocating families in communities
of tl'e United States Where they have the best opportunity for jobs, decent housing, better

schooling, and a better social environment.

66. USE OF MASS MEDIA IN DECISION-MAKING

Societal Im14,act:, 6 Cost effectiveness: 5.7 Annual Cost: $ 500,000

Probability: .50 Number of years: 1 Total Cost: $ 500,000

This is a recommendation for studies in the use of mass media as a multi-media planning
and decision-making apparatus to deal with the significant problems, from personal to

national. Broadcasting is now used almost entirely for entertainment and information and

has never been used as a planning medium. We are now at.the stage where we must involve
mass participation on an almost immediate basis for most of the problems that ccalfront us.

The possibilities of demonstrations are manifold; for example, an all-day simulatedsmog
disaster in which 200,000 Los Angelenos would play dead and the rest would try through
various uses of the mass media', games, telephone response, etc., to cope with these pro-

blems. The possibilities for network involvement in the setting oenatiOnal goals in

this manner are quite real. There are many\ possibilities for the use of mass media in

other dimenSions which have not ye been exPlord fully, for example their therapeutic

benefits.

67. BUILDING CODES

Societal Impact: 5 cost effectiveness: 5;5 Annual.Cost: $ 220,000

Probability: .60 Number of years: 2 Total Cost: $ 440,000

There are many vested interests in the building industry that are standing in the way of
more rational, progressive, and uniform building codes.' A, neutral study,of'this subject

that offers a consistent set of reasonable recommendations might be very helpful by acting

as a catalyst in bringing about some overdue reforms in building codes. The study should

include the formulations of gyjelines for more rational building codes as well as the
identifiqtion of chang4'ageREs in this field and it should arrive at recommendations as
to appropriate methods by which these can be i nuenced toward accepting proposed codd

reforms.

68. EXPERIMENT IN HEALTH CARE BY A UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER

Societal Impact: 5 Cost effectiveness: 2.5 Annual Cost: $ 370,000

Probability: .70 Nurc er of years: 3 Total Cost: $ 1,110,000

If evolutionary and experimental development of health delivery systems is to occur rather

than arbitrary imposition of a health care plan, the university medical centers must be

encouraged and subsidized to conduct the research. A prepaid,' comprehensive health in-

surance program conducted by a group of clinical. faculty in a university teaching hospital
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68. EXPERIMENT IN HEALTH CARE BY A UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER (continued)

could, explore the feasibility of providing high-quality service while also fulfilling
teaching and research responsibilities. By objective parameters the university talent
could assess the impact of the system on health. The medical and other students could
identify their future roles, which now is impossible, and the current emphasis on crisis
medicine could be changed to preventive health care.

69. SYSTEMS ANALYSIS OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE

Societal Impact:: r 5 Cost effectiveness: 2.4 Annual Cost:. $ 500,000

Probability: .60 Number of years: 2 . Total Cost: $ 1,000,000

A systems analysis of all aspects of the administration of criminal justice in the United
States shduld be conducted. This effort should include a survey of the best current
thinking and innovative practices in the areas of pre-trial commitment, bail, sentencing,
prison conditions, parole, rehabilitation, and recidivism. Based on this survey, a sys-
tems approach should be taken toward formulating a comprehensive reform program, which
should then be disseminated for review to governmental units, citizen groups, and univer-
sities.

70. CRIME AND ATTITUDES TOWARD CRIMINAL JUSTICE

Societal Impact: 5

Probability: .60

Cost effectiveness: 2.4 Annual Cost: $ 500,000

Number of years: 2 Total Cost: $ 1,000,000

A camprehensi4e study of attitudes toward crime and how to deal with it is proposed be-
cause crime hasipecome one of our great national problems. Many people, both black and
white, do not feel safe on the streets at night, in contrast to the situation even a few
years ago. Further studies of the entire problem area are needed - the attitudes toward
the police, the functioning of our courts/ the social aspects of the problem, etc. The

seriousness of the problem-was recently illustrated by the suggestion of "preventive
detention" prior to trial, a concept totally at variance with our basic concepts of
justice.

71. LAKE EUTROPHICATION STUDIES

Societal Impact: 5 Cost effectiveness: . 1.7

Probability: .80 Number.of years: 3

Annual Cost: $ 625,000

Total Cost: $ 1,875,000

This, is a recommendation for a fundamental study to integrate existing knowledge per-
tinent to the understanding of the ecological processes that maintain proper nutrient and
oxygen levels.in lakes., These processes include biological, chemical, and physical,
phenomena such as nutrient supply, algal growth kinetics,, lake stratification, sedimenta-
tion and transpoi4t, etc. In comprehensively and quantitatively describing the ettrophica-
tion processes this study will serve both as a prediction tool and asa guide for future
data collectibn programs. The ultimate aim is to give proper direction to programs for
the preservation and enhancement of our lakes, considering their value as a supply of
water, as recreational resource, as a source of food, and as a contributor to the esthe-
tics,of a region.
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72. SOCIAL INDICATORS

Societal Impact: 14 Cost effectiveness: 3.4 Annual Cost: $ 250,000

Probability: .60 Number of years: 2 Total Cost: $ 500,000

Funding of existing group-6'1;W establishment of new groups to study, define, and develop

social indicators is proposed. Such indicators should eventually be capable of giving a-
quantitative indication of the extent-to which our society is "improving" and should be
useable as a measure of the extent to which prapoged programs could beexpected to be
"beneficial to society". A nonnegligible amount of the effort should be devoted to in-
vestigating the potential dangers associated with the use of such indicators in general
and especially the premature use of early versions of such indicators.

73. NEW TOWNS

Societal Impact: 5 Cost effectiveness: 1.7 AnnUal Cost: ' $ 650,000

Probability: .60 Number of years,: 2 Total Cost: $ ,300,000

The urgent need for the development 4,new towns is'almost unquestioned. .Yet there are
sizeable impediments to their realization. This proposal recommends a comprehensive

study of the possibilities for implementing the development of new towns. Among the

difficulties that must be overconle, and which the proposed, study is intended to examine

are the following:

(a) There is the legalistic problem that most states do not have enough
usable, unincorporated land suitable for building a town or 100,000

people, Land need is controlled by multi - jurisdictions, and some
knotty problems have to be solved to overcome this difficulty.

(b) New approaches have to be-found to the mass production f high-quality

housing. Packaged large-scale housing and community elopment schemes

are required. , ,

(c) The third point concerns financing. Because of the enormous amounts
of capital required for large-scale packaged developments, and in view
of the jurisdictional land use problems mentioned under (a) , some co-
operative effort between the public and private sectors' may be needed,
which in turn may require an institutional innovation of considerable

impact.

74. COMMtNI'Y LEISURE CENTERS

Societal Impact: 5 Cost effectiveness: 2.0 Annual Cost: $ 500,000

Probability: .50 Number of years..:.- 2 . Total Cost: $ 1,000,000

This proposal. recommends the creation of a number of model community centers for the use

of leisure time. Such centers should be multi-purpose, and they should serve youngsters
as well as oldsters. .They should provide relaxation and relief from social isolation, by

offering opportunities for pursuing hobbies, playing games, engaging in charitable work,
encouraging discussion and study groups for mutual and self-education, providing educa-
tional films,"and arranging art shows and other exhibits. Once a fewwell-designed.
centers ofthis kind have been successful, this May turn out to he a social invention
comparable ip importance to that of the free public library, and the concept may well
proliferate through wide-spread emulation.

7--)'s(1
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75. THE POLICE OF THE FUTURE

Societal Impact: 5 Cost effectiveness: 1.4 Annual Cost: $ 1,000,000

Probabilit : .70 Number of years: 2 Total Cost: $ 2,000,000

A study is p osed which would be aimed at forecasting, and carrying out a cross-impact
analysis,of, expec d changes in law enforcement procedures. The police force of the
future and the system of law enforcement procedures within which it will have to operate
are subject to considerable change. It is proposed that a systematic effort be made
(i) to forecast the relevant aspects of the environment within which these changes will
take place, (ii) to mane a survey of potential reforms in law enfordement procedures,
(iii)' to ievelcp methods of revaluation for proposed reform programs, and (iv) to obtain
forecasts of the size and structure of future police forces and of law enforcement proce-
dures that are both desirable and attainable. Such a study could be carried out at one
of three levels: '

Level 4: Compilation of innovative law enforcement measures (including
solicitat n of novel ideas in this regard) and preliminary
gross cos -effectiveness evaluation of each proposed measure.

Level B: Same as A plus an analysis Of cross-impacts among proposed
measures nd a consequent effectiveness analysis in terms of
selected urban indicators.

Level C: Same as , plus a simulated-Planning conference aimed at select-
; in , in given budgetary constraits, a program' of measurfs

fr m the ist of candidate peasures resulting from B, and an
e tuation of the expected benefits of such a program in terms
of urban indicators.

76. STRENGTHENING WORLD ORDER BY STRENGTHENING THE UNITED NATIONS

Societal Impact:, 5 Cost effectiveness: 12 ( Annual Cost: $ 400,000

Probability: .60 Number of years: 5 I Total Cost: $ 2,000,000

This proposal recommends the establishment of a ten-year program to support the United
Nations by finding what department of that body (or one of its specialized agencies) needs
and deserves. the most help in implementing a'creative program. Various parts of the U.N.
organieation'such as the Office Of the U.N. High Commissioner for Refugees have in the
past used private funds (Ford Foundation, Nobel Peace Prize) to'great advantage. The

challenge would be to determine annually what division of the U.N. was performing the
most imaginative job leading to the establishment of world order. The award of a grant
for further work in this field would call attention to such outstanding performance.

77. AGRICULTURAL AND FOOD TECHNOLOGY

Societal Impact: 5 Cost effectiveness: 1.1 Annual Cost: $ 550,000

Probability: e60 Number of years: 4 Total Cost: ' $ 2,200,000

The purpose of this study would be to .obtain a reasonably accurate idea of the grav,ity of
the future world food situation.Iwould involve forecasts of population growth, of
agricultural productivity, of new tburces of food, of advances in food technoldgy, and it
would address itself to the economic problem of world-wide food distribution.

49
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78. INTERNATIONAL UNDERSTANDING AMONG YOUNG DIPLOMATS
. /

Societal Impact: 4 Cost effectiveness: 1.0 Annual Cost: $ 350,000

Probability: .60 Nupber of years: , 5 Total Cost: $ 1,750,000

A series of informal weekend and week-long conferences for diplomats of the younger and
middle levels,, with the object of getting them acquainted with one another as persons,
and appreciative of each other's cultural background. Consultants would be'engaged to
start discussion on a variety of world issues. At present diplomats are one of the few
groups who lack a professional organization (even politicians have their interparliamen-
tary union) to carry out any such conference program. The goal is to have them know each
other as people before they face each otheLas adversaries and/or spokesmen for a
sovereign nation.

79. CITIES WITHIN CITIES

Societal ImpaCt: 5 Cost effectiveness: 0.8 Annual Cost: $ 1,000,0.00

Probability: .60 Number of years: 3 Total Cost: $ 3,000,000

In this proposal it is suggested that-a plan be developed for a high-density urban center
of more than 100,000 persons to be constructed within an existing northern industrial
city.. This plan must provide a total environment for living, education, recreation, em-
ployment, culture, and perhaps retirement. The study should include land use, archi-
tectural types, cost, and economic feasibility. Such a study would reveal critical guide-
lines which may lead to massive solutions of existing urban problems. The outcome may
well suggest the desirabilityof continuing the form of the high-density city; the solu-
tion of traffic problems through the intimate combination of total living requirements;
the renaissance of a democratic environment through thel6ailabilfty of urban resources.
While numerous planning efforts are being made now to halt the trend toward greater den-
sity, the trend nevertheless persists. The proposed study, which would provide art imagi-
native tecihnological environment for the expansion which is inevitably occurring, may
reveal pOsitive benefits to be derived from this trend. The study may indicate that an
effort shoUld be made to increase our urban population with a protective technology, rather
than try to break up our cities and move toward a program of developing new towns with old
problems.

aq. ANTI-POVERTY EXPERIMENT

Societal Impact: 5 Cost effectivene : 0.7 Annual Cost: $ 600,000

Probability: .50 Number of years: 5, Total Cost: $ 3,000,000

This is a proposal for an experimental study of alternative methods for dealing with the
problem of poverty. The study is intended to provide valuable information to government
agencies that have a responsibility for alleviating poverty in this country. The plan
would be to Select, say, 100 poor families, divide them into 5 groups of 20, and allot
$ 5000 to each family, using a different mode of allotment for eachthe 5 groups:

Group 1 receives the amount in cash.
Group 2 receives the amount in food and medical care.
Group 3 receives the amount in education for their children.
Group 4 receives the amount in adult retraining.
Group 5 receives the amount in durable goods (automobile, applicances, clothes).

Statistical information could be collected over five. subsequent years on how well each
family is doing.

50
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8. Proposals rejected as being too small to qualify s new ventures

The following 15 proposals, although considered of su icient merit in

terms of expected effectiveness, were not carried beyon Round 2 because,

in the judgment of the respondents, they could be adequat:ly funded at a

level below $ 250,000 and therefore would not qualify as ne ventures

as stipulated for the purposes of the current survey. They early may

be candidates for support under different auspices.

81. DIABETIC RETINOPATHY

Societal Impact: 7, Cost effectivepess: 128.0 Annual Cost: $ 50,000

Probability: .80 Number of year61 1 Total Costa $ 50,000

Diabetic retinopathy appears to be the leading cause of blindness but is perhaps the
least understood and controlled. An extensive research program on diabetic retinopathy

is advocated.

82. BARRIERS TO SOCIAL CHANGE

Societal Impact: 7 Cost effectiveness: 16.0 Annual Cost: $ 100,000

Probability: .40 Number of years: 2 Total Cost: $ 200,000

The barriers to social and technical change must be understood and reduced. It is dif-

ficult to move forward until we can understand what is holding us back. To a great ex-

tent, these inhibitions are functional. For example, we all know many ways in which
education could be improved for the benefit of the student, but the educational enter-
prise does not exist for the benefit of the student: It is imbedded in a social context
which makes it almost impossible to employ the newer techniques. We must spend time and

money trying to understand such inhibiting factors as the inability of any profession to
change itself.. Almost all change comes from invasion or rebellion, not from planning from

within. A study of the agents of social and technological change and, especially, of the
barriers to such change and of the means for their removal.

83. WILD LIFE AND OPEN SPACES

Societal Impact: 5 Cost effectiveness: 16.0 Annual Cost: $ 100,000:

Probability: .80 Number of years: 2 Total Cost: $ 200,000

Aside from supOorting wild life and open spaces directly, a foundation could do a great
deal by fundieig basic psychological investigations which will measure the import of wild
life and open spaces for man and the contributions Of these assets to the gUality of

life. In order to fight the detractors of these values, it may be necessary to cost-
benefit-analyze them out of business.
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84. ADULT EDUCATION

Societal Impact: 5 Cost effectiveness: '16.0 Annual Cost: $ 200,000

Probability: .80 Number of years: '1 Total Cost: $ 200,000

Increased leisure, early retirement provisions in labor contracts, technological unemploy-
ment, and increased longevity are making many hours of lifetime available for elective
pursuits. A study to develop curricula and a physical environment for continuing'educa-
tion of the adult population is recommended. This study would designate the desired
fields of education, the methods for making it available, and the most effebtive environ-
ment for its development. The relationship of such education to the function of urban
centers should be included as a part of the study.

85. JOURNALIST SPECIALS TS

Societal Impact: 5

Probability: .80

Cost effectiveness: 14.5 Annual _Cost: $'110,000

Number of years: 1 Total Cost: $ 220,000

The increasing complexities of modern life demand deeper and more thorough knowledge
from journalists. The answer lies in specialization. Support is recommended for a series
of programs in universities which will train both beginning and mid-career journalists
in a variety of specialties such as social science, urban affairs, physical science,
government, criminology and penology, consumer protection, education, religion, etc.

86. ELECTION AND POLITICAL-PARTY REFORM

Societal Impact: 6 Cost effectiveness: 37.7 Annual Cost: $ 75,000

Probability: .50 Number of years: 1 Total Cost: $ 75,000

A project is proposed to study the existing political party organization and the nominat-
ing and election processes in this country and to develop recommendations for their reform
Both the tight control exercised by senior party politicians over the nominating processes
for most political offices and the burdensome campaign costs generally required of candi-
dates for major public offices greatly limit'the number of capable men who seek public

elective offices. The control exercised indirectly by both key party figures and large
campaign contributors over public officials after they are elected should be explored.
These problems should be studied, carefully, documented and exposed for public scrutiny.
Viable alternatives should be developed and presented to the public. In addition, pres-
sure group activities should be reviewed to determine what sectors of the population have
not been adequately represented in the past and 'whether these groups that are now involved
in acts of civil disobedience are under-represen ed by pressure groups. If so, the viable
alternatives to civil disobedience for such grow s should be identified.

87. TRANSPORTATION AND THE QUALITY OF LIFE

Societal Impact: 5 , Cost effectiveness: 26.7 Annual Cost: $090,000

Probability: .60 Number of years: 1

'Transportation is an essential element of our modern life and
dient in the planning of cities and communities. Many of the
life become necessary under our present transportation system.
sible to be done to reap the benefits of rapid transportation

Total Cost: $ 90,000

becomes an important ingre-
ugly aspects of community
Something should be pos-

and still allow for a more
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87. TRANSPORTATION AND THE QUALITY OF LIFE (continued)

peaceful and cultural life in the cities. An intensive investigation should be supported
of traniportati.on systems and the role they play in affecting the quality of life.

88. LEISURE TIME ACTIVITIES

Societal Impadt: 5

Probability: .60

Cost effectiveness: 20.0 Annual Cost: $ 120,000

Number of years: 1 Total Cost: $ 120,000

The availability of additional leisure time could become a major social problem in this
country, rather than a desirable environmental condition. It is now very apparent from
a variety of research that alternatives and even specific programs must be made available
to individuals providing them with ideas, recommendations and new activities that could be
undertaken to fulfill the use of leisure time in a positive fashion. A survey of the uses

of leisure time would furnish a comprehensive menu of such possibilities.

89. REGULATORY AGENCIES

Societal Impact: 5 Cost effectiveness: 13.3 Annual Cost: $ 90,000

Probabi14*: ' .60 Number of years: 2 Total Cost,: $ 180,000

An attempt should be made to determine whether the regulatory agencies address themselves
to the needs of a wide range of Americans, the needsof groups peculiar by race or region,
and to low-income groups. An attempt should also be made to determine whether the people
who serve on these agencies are themselves representative of a wide'range of Americans.
The method 0 selection of persons to regulatory agencies should be studied tg( determine
whether the process prdcludes agency interests in the needs of a variety of groups. The

Federal Communications Commission, the Federal Trade Commission, and the regulatory as-
pects of the Departments of Agriculture, Commerce and Labor in particular should be
studied.

90. REFORM OF INSTITUTIONS FOR THE MENTALLY' ILL

Societal Impact: ,S Cost effectiveness: 12.0 Annual Cost: $ 100,000

Probability: .60 Number of years: 2 Total Colst: $ 200000

An effort at reforming the policies and programs of institutions for the care and treat-
ment of the mentally ill should be supported. SuCh a project should examine current
practices and research activities; it should evelop policy and program recommendations,
create models, and subsequently provide'help to institutional'personnel to adopt these
models. r
91. SYSTEMS ANALYSIS OF BEAUTIFICATION

Societal Impact: 5 Cost effectivess: ' 12.0 Annual CoSt: $ 100,000

Probability: .60 Number of years: 2 Total Cost; $ 200,000

One reason why there is so much talk and so little action regarding beautification is

that too little is known about 105w to set up an effective and efficient program for
dealing with the problem. What is needed is a systematic survey of methods of cleanup
and beautification, including solicitation of innovative ideas. This should Ixe followed
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91. SYSTEMS ANALYSIS OF BEAUTIFICATION (continued)

by a comprehensive systems analysis of potential measures, aimed at designing specific
programs ofurban, rural, and highway beautification for several levels of assumed

public expenditure.

92. WELFARE CLIE

Societal Impact: 5 Cost effectiveness: 20.0 Annual Cost: $ 100,000

Probability: .50 Number of years: 1 Total Cost: $ 100,000

A study rdposed to ascertain the attitudes of the one million people living on welfare
ii1New York y, in order to understand their objectives, resentments, and ambitions.
Welfare "clients" are one - eighth of the population of New York City. Apart from,the
economic burden to others and the implicit human misery and degradation, what threat
does this mass of people constitute to the relative tranquility of the city? What can
be dope to improve their prospects?

93. THE FUTURE OF LABOR UNIONS

Societal Impact: 5 Cost effectiveness: 11.1 Annual Cost: $ 90,000

Probability: .50. Number of years: 2 Total Cost: $ 180-,000

A comprehensive study should be undertaken which is designed both to forecast the future
of the labor movement in the U.S. and to provide a rational basis for long-range planning
within the labor unions. Such a study*ould have to concern itself, among other things,
with

(a) the unions' responsibilities to their members,

(b) future relations to employers,

(c) future .ringe benefits,
(d) prospects of unionization of white-collar workers,
(e) responsibilities to society as a whole,
(f) problems of mid-career retraining,
(g) new modes of protecting the worker against new technology

that do not retard technological progress.

94. NEIGHBORHOOD DEMOCRACY

Societal Impact:

Probability:

A study is proposed which would be aimed at producing effective recommendations on the
implementation of workable forms of Jefferson's "lOcal republics". The study, should
examine, in particular, questions-of control over schools, refuse collection, public
safety, aneanti-poverty measures. Its recommendations may well take the form of the
design of pilot efforts in some of these areas.

5 Cost effectiveness: 10.0 Annual Cost: $ 200,000

.50 Number of years: 1 Total Cost: $ 200,000
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95. PRESS COUNCILS

Societal Imp

Probability:

This propos
different-s
provide gui
mance of th

acts: 4

.60

al concerns
ize cities.
delines for
e press, as

-",-

Cost e fec4veness: 24.3 Annual Cost: $ 70,000

Nu er of y ars: 1 Total Cost: --$ 70,000

the promotion, on a pilot icasis, of press councils in several
Evaluation of the performance of these pilot press councils may
the establishment of a national institute to check on the perfor-
suggested by the Kerner Commission.

4

I

91

.>

e
r-t-aL)
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9.-,Proposals rejected as being too costly to qualify for support by a

medium-sized foundation

Finally, the following 7 proposals, although Like those of the preceding

section considered tr, be potentially effective, were not entered into the

final round because V 'ad been judged to require funding at a level

above the stipulated 5 million dollar limit.

96. pr Ds OF ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING

Societal Impact: 5 Cost effectiveness: 0.6 Annual Cost: 1,1 00

Probability: .80 Number of years,: 5- 'total Cost: $'5, 0, X00

This is a proposal for the development of a, new profession by supporting suitable univer-
sities (such as UCLA) in establishing a new four- or, five-year graduate curriculum to
train and accredit doctors of environmental science and engineering to work with the
established authorities and professions (public health, medicare, zoning and traffic -

commissions and authorities, and industry): This new curriculum probably would consist
of two cr three years of interdisciplinary course'work at the graduate level and another
two years of supervised field training leading to a state license., The Foundation could
help financially to set up the necessary chairs. In the case of UCLA, the Institute of
Geophysics and the School of Engineering, which are leading such an effort present,

could house and nurture such a program at least in the beginning.

97. EXPERIMENT IN PROFESSIONAL TRAINING FOR THE UNDERPRIVILEGED'

Societal Impact: 5 Cost effectiveness: 0.4 Annual Cost: $ 1,000,000

Probability: .60 Number of years: 6 Total Cost: $ 6,000,000
,

nation needs personnel in social welfare administration -and criminal rehabilitation
who e well acquainted with the poverty syndrome and the sub-culture that pervades the
clty centers. A number of institutions might be subsidized to experiment with the pro-
fessional training of promising adults from that environment who have had no previous
higher education. This program could test the hypothesis that many mature, adults who
have not been privileged to attain college training and who have grown up and spent most
of their lives in the culture of poverty can succeed in graduate professional training
In social work, education and Saw.

98. EXPERIMENTATION IN EACHER EDUCATION

Societal Impact: 5 Cost effectiveness: 0.4 Annual Cost: $ 1,600,000

Probability: .60, Number of years: 14 Total Cost: $ 6,400,000

This is a recommendation,for the establishment at a major university of a center for
experimentation in undergraduate teacher education where emphaelis would be placed on
a4Allipwchool experience in connection with theoretical work and on different structural
arrangements for academic work. Experiments should include early involvement as school
tutors and aides by untergraduates in teacher edUcation. Academic credit could be earned
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98. EXPERIMENTATION IN TEACHER EDUCATION (continued)

on the basis of such work done under faculty supervision, thereby eliminating the need
for some of the conventional course work..

99. BIRTH CONTROL METHODS

Societal Impact: 7

Probability: 1160

Cost effectiveness: 0.3 , Annual Cost: $ 2,600,000

Number,of years: 6 Total Cost: $ 15,600,000

Promising new bio-medical research programs should be supPOrted that may lead to simpli-
fied new methods of birth control.

100. SPACESHIP EARTH

Societal Impact: 5

Probability: .60

6

Cost effectiveness: 0.15 Annual Cost: $ 1,600,000

Number of years: 10 Total Cost: $ 16,000,000

A study is recommended of the characteristics of a "Spaceship Earth", that is, an earth
in which man finds a reasonably comfortable place in an essentially circular material
process, and in which all processes of production and transformation are looped so that
garbage and effluent are our only raw materials. This long-range ecological study, which

would link a large number of subordinate projects together, should be carried out under
different assumptions about energy input, the most pessimistic of course being reliance
on energy from the sun. The,ngture of the technology which would be involved and the
population Which such systems could support are the crucial questions. Problems of the

transition to the acceptance of the spaceship-earth concept are also very significant.
This would involve studies of the human learning process, of conflict resolution, and t

of the determinants of fundamental human values, as well as studies of material technology

la'. CRIME DETERRENCE

societal Impactt 5 Cost effectiveness: 0.14 Annual.Cost: $ 5.700,000

Probabilityt .60 Number of years Total Cost $ 17,100,000

A pilot program is recommended, in several cities of over 250,000, to increase the num-
ber of patrolmen on the streets of high crime areas without reducing the number of
patrolmen LI other areas of the city. The purpose of the program is to act as a deter-

rent. It would be of several years' duration. The first year would he devoted to re-

cruitment, with emphasis on recruiting veterans. Recruitment is probably necessary since
most police forces in large cities are under their authorized strength. Recruiting

veterans would increasp the racial heterogeneity of the force and perhaps ease other

=tensions. Subsequent y\ears would be operational and also analytical. The analytical

portion would be concerned with analyzing the rate and nature of crimes in the subject
area, as compared with the previous years', and then performing the same analysis for

the neighboring areas,
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102. FORECASTS OF ENVIRONMENTAL POLLUTION

Societal Impact:

Probability:

7 Cost effectiveness: 0.24 Annual Cost: $ 2,000,000

.60 Numio-e-t-ot years: 10 Total Cost: $ 20,000,000

This proposal recommends the establishment of an institute that would assess technology
for its future effects on the environment and would monitor present and forecast future
pollution. It would acquaint the public with meaningful alternative measures for deal-
ing with pollution and with their relative monetary and social costs.
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-10. Examination of the completeness of coverage

Although somc care was taken in the selection of respondents to provide

broad coverage of potential topics of interest, itj was, of course, too

much to expect that all areas of the taxonomy pre ented earlier would be

given uniform attention or even that each would be represented by at least

one proposed project.

We examined each of the 102 proposals listed above from these points of

view and identified both the primary area to which it belongs within the

taxonomy and one or more secondary areas to which it is relevant. The

results of this examination are displayed in Table 2.

This tabulation serves two purposes. Firstly, it can be used as an index

for locating proposals within the list of 102 that lave some bearing on a

particular entry in the taxonomy. Secondly, it draws attention to areas

that have been largely or even totally neglected in terms of proposals

addressed to them. While some areas may, of course, have been deliberately

'srega ed because therespondents felt that they did not warrant any

particUldr attention, others may, not have been dealt with because. they

fell outside the fields of interest or special -iomreten e of the partici-

pants. We note the following deficiencies in coverage

(i) Areas with no primarily or secondarily 4elevant propOsals:

23,pasic theory (of systems and institutions)
27'cEntertainment

32 Arms control
38 Disease control (inte7nationally)
39 World resources development and management
42 Disaster warning
43 Disaster relief
46 World goals and values
47 Religion
53 History and humanities
55 Mathematics and philosophy
61 Mining technology
62 Space ,_technology

63 Other physical technologies
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TABLE 2: Coverage of taxonomy areas by proposed projects

Area
Proposals
in this area

Proposals relevant
to this area

SOCIETY
1 Education 12 13 24 26 29 35 55 1 18 22 34 51

57 61 63 84 96 97 98

2 The family 39

3 Racial cbnflict 16 18 53 57

4 Youth problems 35

5 Interpersonal relations 6 9 1 17

6 Poverty 80 92 20 61 65 84 97

7 Law and order 45 69 70 75 39 92 97

8 Urbanization 40 49 65 73 79 9 11 16 39

9 Arts and crafts
10 SoCial theory

N
42 72

11 Economic theory 20 14 59

SYSTEMS AND INSTITUTIONS
12 Government 38 64 89 26 39

13 Political institutions 4 15.86

14 Corporate structures 5 4

15 The public /private interface 32 23 73

16 Societal ;.nteractions 51 93 94

17 Health cave systems 10 19 68 90 24

18 Transportation systems 11 87 3 49

19 tommunication systems 2 3 22 36 48 66 85 44

95

20 Utilities 49

21 Institutional innovations 15 23 33 34 32 64.73 74

22 Basic theory .

ENVIRONMENT
23 Pollution 27 41 43 71 102 62

24 Wildlife and open spaces 834
-,

25 71

25 Beautification 91 40

26 Privacy 44

27 Entertainment '

28 Recreation :
72t

29 Leisure 74 88 39 84

30 The drug culture 30 56 60 ,

31 Ecology 25 28 41 50 62 7 12 71 96 100 10

INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS
32 Arms-control
33 Prevention of international conflict 58 76

34 World government 76

35 Cultural rapprochement 52 78

36 Population control 7 8 14 A 100 ,

37 World food problem 77
,..._

38 Disease control
39 World resources development and management
40 Development of preindustrialized countries 59

41 International trade and Investment 59

42 Disaster warning
41 Disaster relief
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TABLE\ '(continued) :

Area
. Proposals

in this area

Proposals relevant
to this area

,

VALUES ANDI'MORES

.

44 individual goals and values 39

45 National goals and values 39 66

46 World goals and values N

47 Religion
48 Quality of life 87 20 40 42 65 74 87

49 Ethics and value theory 39

,,

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
3750 Physical sciences and astronomy

51 Bio-medical sciences 81 99 8 10 24'30 43 56

52 Behavioral sciences 1 6 17 8 9 30 39 40 45

.
60 63 70 i

53 History, and humanities
54 Social sciences (see also 10) .

55 Mathematics and philosophy
56 Operations research 31 54 102

57 Social technology 21 82 15 28 31 54 59

58 Information management 44 48, 19 22 48

59 Agricultural and food technology 77

60 Building technology
.

67 73 16
.

61 Mining technology
62 Space technology
63 Other. physical technologies
64 Science and technology policy 46 100
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(ii) Areas with no primarily (but some secondarily) relevant
'proposals:

2 The family'
4 Youth problems
20 Utilities
26 Privacy

28 Recreation
37 World food problem
41 International trade and investment
44 Individual goals and values
45 National goals and values

In order to shed some light on the question of whether areas of the tax

onany were neglected deliberately or by default, it may be well to examine

the respondents' interest as expressed by them in the third round in terms

of the ten proposals they had been asked to select and to rank from 1 to 10.

Using the sum of these ranks assigned to items by the 'respondents as an

indication of the paneltcornbined interest, the 80 proposals which formed

the subject matter bf Questionnaire 3 appear in the order shown in Table 3,

arranged in descending magnitude of respondents' combined interest.

Even a curso*y examination of this table makes it apparent that the correla-

tion between the preferences reflected by this tabulation and the ordering

of the proposals as presented in this report is not overwhelming. Undoubt-

edly, therefore, the panel exhibits a certain amount of bias. A specific

example of evidence to this effect is the appearance of such items as Uni-

versity Reform add Science Policy Processes in first and fourth places,

which may be accounted for by the fact that many of the respondents belong

to the academic and scientific community.

,By and large, therefore, we cannot be sure that the gaps in coverage that

were observed are"not simply reflections of the limitations in the disci-

plinary coverage represented by our panel of experts, - a deficiency that

could have been avoided only by an increase in the size of the panel. Con-

sequently, in applying the results of this study to the determination of

specific funding programs, it would be well to pay special attention to

the gaps in coverage listed above and to give separate consideration to'

the support worthiness of areas enumerated there..
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7

TABLE 3: Proposals 1-80, ranked by the gum of the panelists' preference rankings

Item
No.

Item
Item

Rank
No.

Item

1 29 University reform 41 33 Herman Kahn

2 39 Dynamics of value change 42 62 Institute for Ecology

3, 7 U.S. population and environment 43 60 Interdisciplinary drug research

4 46 Science policy processes 44 6 Instinct toward violenqe

5 22 Mass communication media 45 17 Cooperation versus aggression

6 25 Environmental preservation 46 28 Ecological considerations

7 42 Social obiervatory 47 76 Strengthening world order

8 10 Medical-care systems analysis 48 52 Reduction of chauvinism

9 18 Black leadership education 49 49 Nonmetropolitan settlement

10 51 Training for citizen action 50 69 Analysis of criminal justice

11 20 Qualitative economic growth 51 1 Human intelligence

12 4 Leadership regeneration 52 41 Pollution control pilot study

13 5 The future of the, corporation 53 58 International cooperative ventures

14 55 Alternative secondary education 54 32 Public/private interface

15 11 Metropolitan transportation 55 36 Center for visual communication

16 2 Urban communications 56 15 Participatthn in democracy

17 16 Integrated urban housing 57 80 Anti-poverty experiment

18 40 Urban environmental esthetics 58 64 New forms of government

19 19 CommUnity health care delivery 59 50 Regional environmental council

20 54 Analysis of future society 60 44 Information policy

21 3 Transportation and communication 61 23 Use of R+D in the public sector

22 26 Training for public service 62 43 Effects of air pollution

23 38 State and local reform 63 9 Crowding

24 '', 12 Conservation education 64 67 Building codes

25 45 Prison reform 65 63 Reading disability

26 8 Acceptance of population control 66 79 Cities within cities

27 59 Socio-economic development 67 66 Mass media in decision-making

28 27 Water and air pollution 68 68 Experiment in health care

29 72 Social indicators 69 77 Agricultural and food technology

30 56,c. Heroin addiction cure 70 61 Transition schools

31 14 '',..Economics of a stable population 71 65 Relocation of slum families

32 53 fnstit e for black development 72 71 Lake eutrophication studies

"33 57 Equal ucational opportunity:. 73 '78 Understanding among diplomats

34 21 Monitoring science and technology 74 31 Methodology of futures analysis

35 , 34 Intellectual institutions 75 75 The police of the future

36 13 Right to higher education "6 47 Environmental science

37 35 Adult responsibilities 77 73 New towns

38 37 Physical sciences 78 48 Computer-ailed problem solving

'39 30 Social aspects of drug abuse 79 56 Heroin addiction cure

40 24 New goarfor medical education 80 70 Crime and criminal justice
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11. A possible method of program selection

This section is concerned with the problem of selecting a program of

projects that can be funded within prescribed budgetary constraints,

given a set of proposed projects that have been evaluated with respect

to their probable cost and effectiveness.

If the cost and effectiveness estimates are thought to be highly re-
-

liable, and if the projects are independent with regard to cost and

effectiveness (in the sense that the joint cost and the joint effec-

tiveness can be, obtained by adding the costs or the effectiveness mea-

sures of the individual projects), then an optimal program can be de-

termined analytically by successively maximizing marginal utilities.

In practice, these conditions are rarely satisfied, and they certainly

are not in the case at hand; where a program selection must be made in

the face of considerable uncertainties. Not only are the effectiveness

and, particularly, the cost estimates of the propodals listed in Sections

4 through 9 obviously deficient in reliability, but in many instances the

formulation of the proposal is sufficiently vague to permit of several

interpretations as to the precise nature and the intensity of the effort

envisaged by the proposer.

Assuming that the responsibility for selecting aerogram of projects

from a given list of proposed projects and within a given budget rests

with a'group of judges, how might they proceed systematically and effi-

ciently in Order to arrive at a mutually acceptable selection? The pro-

cedure outlined below represents one way of accomplishing this; while

it could obviously be varied in detail, it is believed that its general

type of approach is well suited to the task.

Step 1: Assuming that the cost of supporting the entire set of proposals

far exceeds the budget, a preliminary elimination is required,

resulting in a residual listing of candidate proposals for fur- '

ther consideration. For this purpose, let each judge indepen-
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dently rate each proposal either 0 or ] or 2 ("not interested",

"mildly interested", "strongly interested"). STKe each pro-

posal by adding its ratings, Accept as candidates those with

highest scores, choosing a cut-off point so that the total cost

of the candidate proposals is of the order of two or three

times the given budget.

Step 2: If a project is to be funded at all, it would be wasteful to

support it at too low a level. Let each judge, guided perhaps

by the estimated funding reguirem,?ncs accompanying the proposals,

independently state what he would consider the minimal reasonable

funding level for each project, if it were to be funded. In

cases of wide disagreement among the responses, have a brief

discussion followed by independent re-votes. Accept the median

.figures ads the minimal cost estimates.

Step 3: Have each judge independently allocate the given budget over

the list'of candidate proposals, using the rule that an allo-

cation to a proposal must be either zero or no less than the

previously accepted minimal cost. List the responses in ma-

trix form, as follows, where the entries in each row are

arranged in ascending order of magnitude:

Proposed allocations

..

Lowest
Next to
lowest

,

i
th

lowest

Next to',Iii

highest
ghest

Proposal 1

Proposal 2

.

.

.

Proposal m

A
11

A21
.

.

/ .

.

A
ml

A 12
A
22

.

.

.

Amt

...

...

.

A
li

A
2i

.

.

.

A
mi

...

,

...

A
1,n-1

A2,n-1

.

.

A m,n/1

A
ln

A2n

.

Amn

Total cost- C1 C
2

... C.
i

... C
n-1
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n
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Select that column, say Column i, such that the total for that column,

C.1 , does not exceed the given budget, B, while Ci+1 does, and accept

11 21 ma 1
less than B,

the residual budget, B-Ci, will be disposed of in Step 4.

To illustrate, consider a case of 7 proposals and 8 judges, abudget of

100, minimal costs as shown, and response-S.as follows:

Minimum J
1

J
2

J
3

J
4

J
5

:

J
6

J
7

Proposal 1 40 ' 40 0 50 40
.

0 60 0 40

Proposal 2 10 0 20 0 10 10 20 20 0

Proposal 3 30 30 30 0 0 40 0 0 p

Proposal 4 30 30 0 0 0 30 0, 0 30

Proposal 5 'd 50 0 50 50 0 0 0 60 0

Proposal 6 20 0 0 0 20 20 20 20' 0

Proposal 7 30 0 0 0 30 0 0 0 30

100 100 100 100 100 100 100°100

Now rearrange the responses in each row in ascending order:

Second Third Fourth Fifth Sixth Sev'th

Lowest lowest lowest lowest lowest lowest lowest Highest

Proposal 1 0 .0 0 40 40 40 50 60

Proposal 2 0 '0 0 10 10 20 20 20

Proposal 3 0 (1 0 0 0 30 30 40

Proposal 4 0 0 0 0 0 30 30 30

Proposal 5 0 0 0 0 0 50 50 60

Proposal 6 0 0 0 0 20 20 20' 20

Proposal 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 30 30 1

0 0 0 50 70 190 230 260 1

Here, the fifth column is the last one for which the total does not ex-

ceed the given budget of 100. Hence we have the preliminary allocations:

Proposal, 1: 40

Proposal 2: 10

Proposal 6:. 20

leaving a residue of 30 yet to be allocated. /

Step 4: It remains to allocate the residual amount of B-Ci (in the

illustration: 30). This should be done by raising the pre-
.th

liminary allocations made in Step 3, which were the 1 lowest,
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to amounts somewhere between the
.

i
th

lowest and the (i+l)th

lowest (observing the constraint, however, that any allocation

which is not zert must not be less than the minimal amount

stipulated previously). In the illustrative case, the options

would be as follows:

raising Proposal 2 from 10 to a, most 20,

raising Proposal 3 from 0 to '30 (o riot at all),

raising Proposal 4 from 0 to 30 (or not at all).

(Note that Proposal 5 is not eligible, since it takes 50 units

to initiate it, which is more than is still available.)

To carry out the residual allocation among the remaining options*,

the same proce re is followed as in Step 3. If as a result there

is a further sizeable residual, Step 4 may have to be reiterated;

if the residual is small, it may be simplest to resolve its dis-

posal by informal discussion.

In reviewing the merits of the above. procedure, it should be noted that the

resultant amount allocated to each project is such as to equal or exceed

the amount that i or more of the judges had recommended, where i typically

is-large enough to represent a majority.
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12. Comments on methodology

We live in a till wherl societal emergencies are crowding in upon us with

increasing urgency and where, consequently, the wise expenditure of phil-

anthropic largesse has assumed greater importance than ever. Indeed, public

clamor and specific legislation add weight to the foundations' own desire

to act'as true guardians of the public interest. It is not inappropriate,

therefore, for foundations to look for new and more systematic approaches

to determining the most worthwhile public causes to which they might give

their attention and support.

The present study may be regarded as a first pilot effort in this direction,

and it is hoped that, aside from its substantive content, its methodological

approach might provide a modest contribution to the emerging debate on a

possible reorientation of philanthropic programming. methods.

The practi'ae - not without exceptions admittedly - has been for foundations

to be approached with=funding requests by individual proponents of ideas for

supposedly worthwhile projects, and for foundation officials to award grants

to some extent on the basis of their intuitive preferences and of the per-

suasiveness with which project proposals had been stated.

The approach used in the present study, while leaving the ultimate decision-

making responsibility of foundation officials unimpaired, has been different
. .

in two-major respect*. It has appdaled to a set of specialists in abroad

variety of fields to formulate proposals for projects that might serve the

public interest, and it has asked these same experts, not just to appraise

these proposals individually, but to evaluate them comparatively in the

spirit of what amounts to a rudimentary systems-analytical approach.

The device used for this purple has been a simplified versionof the Delphi

method, which.typically addresses a series of inquiries to a panel of re-

spondents, piovidinq feedback between rounds on the responses received in

the preceding round.
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The merits of this approach, particularly when applied in art all-out effort

rather than a mere pilot one, may be characterized as follows:

(i) Proposals are solicited on,a systematic basis rather

than received haphazardly.

(ii) Participants, by being asked to propose several

projects in the public interest, are stimulated

to think innovatively and not just to promote a

single, favorite project.

(iii) Project' proposals, by being d into a format

that is reasonably uniform, have a better chance of

being judged on their comparative merits than on

the basis of possibly speciously persuasive formula-.

tion.

(iv) Proposals are evaluated in the -spirit of a systems-
/

analytical approach, in the sense that

(a) assessments are required of their cost, prob-

ability of success, and effectiveness (in terms

of societal impact),

(b) each respondent is encouraged to simufate the

eventual program selection process by stating

which particular subset, out of the total set

of proposals, he would most wish to advocate.

4

(v) Over-specification of the mode of execution of a

proposed project is avoidect which on'balance is ad-

vantageous (provided the formulation leaves no' doubt

as to the overall purpose of the project),because it

facilitates the decision-making process and gives appro-

priatsp discretion to those who will eventually be charged

with the execution of the project.

There is no doubt that the endeavor reported on here cannot lay full claim

to the potential merits of the approach that are outlined above. A future,

more thorough effort might well att,...mpt to seek improvements over the
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present one in several respects:

- The number of respondents should be larger (possibly twice

as large), both to achieve more complete coverage of poten-

tial areas of interest and to ease the evaluation burden'

per person.

- A special panel may have to be appointed to deal with the

problems of cost estimates.

- Information should be gathered and transmitted to the eval-

uators on the current status and level of support from other

sources of ongoing projects equal or similar to proposed

projects.

-'At least one more evaluation round should be added to the

Delphi inquiry in order to do justice to the need for the

assessment of expeOted effectiveness of proposed projects.

Indeed,the inherent vaguenessof any measure of "societal

impact" requires some mechanism fOr inter-subjective com-

munication in order to establish a common basis for con -

sensus. Here, the standard Delphi feedback procedure,

which in this case would require a fourth round, would be '

helpful'. Respondents would.then'be asked in the third

round to justify,those among their responses which deviate

relatively strongly from the responses of the majority and

in the foulth round to reassess their opinions in light of

of the arguments presented bi the other panelists. This

give2and -take'would provide some of that mechanism for

offsetting the conceptual vagueness of the effectiveness

asse ent'and thereby facilitate the establishment of an

itive consensus.


